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(Content Based Information Filtering)互補的技術°我們這個系統，不單 
止利用“個人檔案”（Personal Profile)和“相關詞回饋”（relevance 













探索性因素分析 （exploratory factor ana lys i s )測試了工具的可信度 
(reliability),建構效度（construct validity)，會聚及區別效度（convergent 






Web users spend a lot of time searching for information on the World-Wide 
Web due to its massive content. A new web technology - Infomediary has 
emerged to tackle this problem. This thesis presents a Collaborative Infome-
diary system which helps investors to search for relevant Chinese financial 
news. Besides, in this research, we develop measures to evaluate the success 
of Infomediary model. 
Many newspaper publishers have begun to disseminate the news through 
the World Wide Web owing to its popularity. This becomes a serious prob-
lem for the investors as they have to find relevant financial information for 
decision making on their investments. Hence, we present the Collaborative 
Infomediary, a system designed to help investors to search for Chinese fi-
nancial news on the web. The system incorporates the "across-user collab-
oration" feature, which is often employed as a complementary technique to 
content-based information filtering system. Our system utilizes not only the 
individual user profiles and relevance feedback, but also integrates collabo-
rative feedback from other users, to search for the relevant Chinese financial 
‘ information on behalf of the users. Experiment was conducted to measure 
the performance of the collaborative feature of the system and user evalua-
iii 
tion result has shown that the collaborative feature outperforms the original 
system with no collaborative feedback incorporated. 
Currently, there is also the lack of measure to evaluate the success of Info-
mediary. This is due to the rapid development and use of Internet technolo-
gies and the lack of conceptual bases necessary to develop success measures. 
We therefore try to develop two instruments that together measure the fac-
tor that influence Infomediary success, based on the approach proposed in 
Keeney [38]. One instrument measures the means objectives that influence 
the use of Infomediary and the other measures the fundamental objectives 
that customers perceive to be important for the usage of Infomediary. We 
employed exploratory factor analysis to develop the instrument. During the 
instrument development process, evidence of reliability, construct validity, 
convergent and discriminant validity is presented for the hypothesized mea-
surement models. 
The thesis concludes with discussions on the usefulness of the Collabora-
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Chapter 1 
Introduction and Outline of the 
Dissertation 
1.1 Collaborative Infomediaries 
In recent years, the World Wide Web has become a major information dis-
semination channel. In order to cope with the user demand, many newspaper 
publishers are providing on-line news on the web in addition to their tradi-
tionally printed newspapers. Investors find financial information for their 
investment decision making through the World Wide Web. Despite informa-
tion in the World Wide Web is ubiquitous to access, its massive amount make 
investors difficult to search out their information of interests. There calls for 
the provision of Infomediary which provides personalized recommendations 
for the investors and helps them to save their time and effort in searching for 
“ relevant interests. 
Infomediary is a kind of agent. From the end user point of view, an agent 
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is a program that assists people and acts on their behalf. In the system 
sense, it is a software object that is autonomous. Generally speaking, agents 
may be thought of as software entities that have the ability to undertake 
action autonomously in their particular embedded environment, according to 
a typically general set of requests or desired goals. Infomediary arises from a 
combination of the words information and intermediary. An Infomediary 
is a Web site that gathers and organizes large amounts of data and acts 
as an intermediary between those who want the information and those who 
supply the information. An Infomediary works for the information provider 
as well as the information user. It plays a key role in getting the content 
owner in touch with the content user. From the user point of view, more 
users see each publisher's content than would be possible in a single-channel 
approach, as centralized search across thousands of titles contribute mightily 
to serendipity. For the publishers, Infomediary helps to distribute the content 
to information users. Instead of limiting content to those who know the 
path to a lone outpost of the web, the inclusion of content in a collection is 
accessible to a diverse range of users means wider readership. Infomediary 
products and services are thus, not just an agglomeration of articles. They are 
valuable part of the information chain [18]. Infomediary is a key player in the 
delivery of content, especially as that content makes a persistent migration 
from the print to electronic medium. 
Though Infomediary provides more personalized results than internet 
search engine, its recommendation of result is only limited to reference from 
one's own profile and feedback for the searching of information. But actu-
ally there are many users who share common interests {like-minded users) 
2 
in the information gathering process. In order to gain benefits from these 
like-minded users' experiences or recommendation, the concept of collabora-
tion is first used by D. Goldberg [26] for filtering mails, and then is quickly 
applied in terms of product recommendation [61, 5]. We propose the use 
of collaborative feature in our Infomediary. Collaborative Infomediary works 
like recommender system which applies knowledge discovery techniques to 
the problem of making personalized recommendations for information, prod-
ucts or services during a live interaction, by producing a predicted likeliness 
score or a list of top-N recommended items for a given user. Basically, the 
recommendations or predictions provided by the Collaborative Infomediary 
are based on the opinions of other like-minded users. This kind of Infome-
diary adds values to the users in the situation when the amount of on-line 
information is too enormous for the user to survey it by himself or herself. 
1.2 Measuring Factors that Influence the Suc-
cess of Infomediary 
As aforesaid in the previous section, with the rapid growth of Internet and 
the improved accessibility of web information, the problem of information 
overload in our modern life exacerbates. Infomediary then emerges to help 
users save the time in searching information. It serves the function as sim-
plifies, abstracts, reduces, merges, and explains data [75]. According to a 
„ definition by King [39], an Infomediary is a new Internet business model that 
applies to firms that help customers deal more efficiently and effectively with 
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online vendors. In e-commerce, it functions as a third party provider of un-
biased information and a business matchmaker. Also, the term infomediary 
was coined in 1998 to describe an independent third party which acts as a 
buffer between the Internet and the consumer [43]. An Infomediary also pro-
vides vendors with consumer information to help them focus on products and 
services customers want. For example, MySimon, BizRate, and Yahoo shop-
ping are infomediaries for general products such as books, computers; while 
Expedia, Priceline, and Travelocity are infomediaries for flight tickets, hotels 
and rental cars. While Infomediary becomes an important business protocol 
in e-commerce there is yet no metric to measure the success of Infomediary. 
Since the early days of management information systems, researchers have 
been seeking reliable means and ways of measuring system success. It has 
long been identified as one of the most critical issues in Information System 
(IS) Management. End-user IS satisfaction (EUISS) has always been tied as 
the contributing factor for system success evaluation [4，24, 23]. According 
to All et al. [2],which conducted an review of end-user information system 
satisfaction, based on an extensive literature search of over 50 EUISS re-
lated papers, user satisfaction is the most widely used measure of IS success. 
It is the high degree of face validity of satisfaction, due to reliable instru-
ments having been developed by past researchers, and also the conceptual 
weakness of most other measures, that makes satisfaction sufficed as the mea-
suring factor. It is also a critical construct in the sense that it is often used 
as a surrogate of management information system success [4]，and also it is 
related to other important variables in system analysis and design. Au et 
al. [2] also found out from the review of past research studies that sometimes 
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sound technical system performance not necessarily guarantee high user sat-
isfaction. Most systems fail to meet the objectives and aspirations held for 
them, not because they are not technically sound, but because psychological 
issues are not addressed during the development, implementation and use of 
the system. 
Though there are many user information satisfaction (UlS)and end-user 
computing satisfaction (EUCS) measures to evaluate information system suc-
cess, they are not suitable measures for Infomediary success evaluation. The 
reason lies in the difference in role of an individual customer to that of an 
organizational end user. Measures of user information satisfaction developed 
for this kind of conventional data processing environment or end-user com-
puting environment may no longer be appropriate for the web information 
system, especially Infomediary. The reason is UIS and EUCS instruments 
focus primarily on general or specific user information within an organization 
rather than on customer satisfaction with regard to e-commerce. To mitigate 
this problem, Keeney [38] attempted to find out the value of Internet com-
merce to the customer. Further to this, Torkzadeh and Dhillon [69] developed 
an instrument to measure the success of Internet Commerce. However, this 
instrument is not yet tailor-made for Infomediary. 
1.3 Thesis Contributions 
In this thesis, we present a Collaborative Infomediary for retrieving online 
‘ Chinese financial information provided by newspaper publishers. Such Col-
laborative Infomediary is a software agent that utilizes user profile, user 
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relevance feedback and feedback from like-minded users to search informa-
tion of interests for the investors. User profiles are used to capture basic 
knowledge of user reading preferences. User feedback is utilized to gain more 
specific knowledge about the user priorities related to semantics of the rated 
news articles. Collaborative feedback is also integrated to take into account 
the recommendation from like -minded users. This Collaborative Infomedi-
ary, while in comparison to the traditional internet search engine, provides 
more personalized results and gathers other recommendations for the users. 
Besides, in an attempt to understand how the users value most in using In-
fomediary, the thesis also describes the development of an instrument for 
measuring the success factors with Infomediary. We are to evaluate a set 
of constructs that influence users in Infomediary. The constructs are built 
primarily on concepts proposed by Keeney [38] but with modification from 
review on other literatures to count in success factors, to generate extensive 
list of success factors for Infomediary. 
The research goals were to develop instruments that: 
1. measure success factors of Infomediary 
2. identify the multidimensional nature of these factors 
3. demonstrate reliability and construct validity, and 
4. are appropriate for use by academics and practitioners alike. 
ft 
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1.4 Thesis Organization 
The rest of the thesis is composed as follows. Chapter 2 gives a review on 
the related work which describes previous researches on collaborative rec-
ommender systems and the various techniques employed in these systems. 
Chapter 3 illustrates the designs and algorithms used in our Collaborative 
Infomediary. Evaluation methodology and results of our Infomediary are 
then presented in chapter 4. In chapter 5, there is the review of the related 
work on measuring user satisfaction and success of Infomediary. Chapter 6 
presents our research approach on measuring the factors that influence the 
success of Infomediary. Followed is chapter 7 on the data analysis and results 
for the measurement model. We draw the conclusions and present some ideas 
for future work in Chapter 8. 
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Chapter 2 
Related Work on Collaborative 
Infomediary 
2.1 RECOMMENDER SYSTEM - Infomedi-
ary 
Searching Information on the web has become a daily activity for all people. 
With the plethora of information on the web, information filtering is an area 
getting more important. Hence, systems which can provide personalized rec-
ommendations to their users have gained a lot of interest in recent years. 
These are called recommender systems. They were originally defined as ones 
in which 'people provide recommendations as inputs, which the system then 
aggregates and directs to appropriate recipients' by Resnick and Varian [54 • 
^ According to Burke [13], the term now has a broader connotation, describ-
ing any system that produces individualized recommendations as output or 
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has the effect of guiding the user in a personalized way to interesting or 
useful objects in a large space of possible options. It bears the criteria of 
"individualized" and "interesting and useful" that separate itself from in-
formation retrieval systems or search engines. In Cheung and Tian [19], 
they also refer to the systems which aim at filtering out the uninterested 
items (or predicting the interested ones) automatically on behalf of the users 
according to their personal preferences. There have been a number of proto-
types developed for recommending items such as books [46], web pages [34], 
Usenet articles [40], music [61], and many more. As described in section 1.1 
Infomediary is an agent acts as buffer between the Internet and the user. 
It attempts to customize information on the Internet according to the user 
interests. It works like recommender system. Users make requests and it 
provides recommendation back. Generally, the recommendation techniques 
employed by common recommender systems can be classified into four types: 
utility-based, knowledge-based, content-based and collaborative [13 . 
2.1.1 Utility-based recommenders 
Both utility-based and knowledge-based recommenders do not attempt to 
build long term generalizations about their users, but rather base their ev-
idence on an evaluation of the match between a user's need and the set of 
options available. Utility-based recommenders make suggestions based on a 
computation of the utility of each object for the user. The system attempts to 
derive a user-specific utility function and then employs constraint satisfaction 
techniques to locate the best match. This approach calculates a utility value 
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for objects to be recommended, and in principle, such calculations could be 
based on functional knowledge. However, existing systems do not use such 
inference, requiring users to do their own mapping between their needs and 
the features of products, either in the form of preference functions for each 
feature or answers to a detailed questionnaire [29]. Since utility-based tech-
niques require that the system build a complete utility function across all 
features of the objects under consideration, it can incorporate many differ-
ent factors that contribute to the value of a product. However, this creates 
a burden of interaction on the user to indicate all his preferences. Moreover, 
the systems suggestion ability is static, i.e. they do not learn. [13 
2.1.2 Knowledge-based recommenders 
Knowledge-based recommendation attempts to suggest objects based on in-
ferences about a user's needs and preferences. The system has functional 
knowledge: the knowledge about how a particular item meets a particular 
user's need and applies the knowledge to match the item with the user's 
need, and can therefore reason about the relationship between a need and 
a possible recommendation. Several systems (for example [60]) employ 
techniques from case-based reasoning for knowledge-based recommendation. 
Knowledge-based recommender systems do not have ramp-up or sparsity 
problems, since they do not base recommendations on accumulated statistical 
evidence. However, they are prone to the drawback: the need for knowledge 
, acquisition. They also suffer from the same weakness as utility-based rec-
ommenders, i.e. lack of learning ability. But it has beneficial characteristic. 
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It is appropriate for casual exploration, because it demands less of the user 
than utility-based recommendation. [13 
2.1.3 Content-based recommenders 
In content-based system, the objects of interest are defined by their associated 
features. It learns a profile of the user's interests based on the features 
present in objects the user has rated [13]. It attempts to recommend items 
similar to those a given user has liked in the past [5]. Schafer et al. [59 
calls this 'item-toitem correlation'. Cheung and Tian [19] defines content-
based systems as those extract items' characteristics and compare them with 
users' interest profiles for predicting the users' preferences over the items. 
A number of techniques have been used. The simplest one is the use of 
keyword matching, with the user profile represented by appending keywords 
of highly rated items' descriptions. More sophisticated techniques include 
the use of ontology-based similarity measures [9] and rule-based systems [8 • 
Content-based techniques suffer from new user problem in that they must 
accumulate enough ratings to build a reliable classifier. They also have the 
limited content analysis problem that they are limited by the features that 
are explicitly associated with the objects they recommend. Besides, generally 
speaking, item characterization may need a variety of domain-specific feature 
types, each associated with their own feature extraction techniques. Even 
with a properly chosen representation, content-based recommender systems 
_  can only recommend items similar to what the user has indicated interest 
before, without any clue to explore other potential interests of the user. This 
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is commonly called the over-specialization problem [5]. The recommended 
items need to be diversified in order to mitigate the problem. With the help 
of user ratings sharing, the collaborative approach provides another powerful 
means for the recommendation diversification. 
2.1.4 Collaborative recommenders 
Burke [13] quoted collaborative recommendation as probably the most famil-
iar, most widely implemented and most mature of the technologies. Goldberg 
et al. [26] define collaborative filtering as collaboration in which people help 
one another perform filtering by recording their reactions to documents they 
read. Chau et al. [17] further explain that collaborative filtering systems will 
recommend a set of documents or items that may be of interest based on the 
user's profile and other users' interests and past actions, when user performs 
a search. Hence, Collaborative recommendation (or collaborative filtering) 
predicts user preferences for items in a word-of-mouth manner [19]. That 
is, user preferences are predicted by considering the opinions (in the form of 
preference ratings) of other "like-minded" users. They aggregate ratings or 
recommendations of objects, recognize commonalities between users on the 
basis of their ratings, and generate new recommendations based on inter-user 
comparisons. Schafer et al. [59] calls this "people-to-people correlation", An 
active user is matched against other users in the database to discover neigh-
bors, who have demonstrated similar taste to active user historically. Items 
• that the neighbors liked are then recommended to the active user. As pref-
erence ratings are used instead of domain-specific features, the applicability 
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of collaborative filtering is more universal [19]. Also, the great power of 
the collaborative approach relative to content-based ones is its cross-genre or 
'outside the box，recommendation ability. It has been very successful in both 
research and practice, and in both information filtering applications and E-
commerce applications. Examples of collaborative filtering or recommender 
system include GroupLens [40], Fab [5], Ringo [61], Siteseer [57], Referral 
Web [37] and PHOAKS [67 . 
Ringo in [61] is a recommender system for music albums and artists. Sim-
ilarity of users is computed based on the profile that is constituted by the 
user ratings on the music. Siteseer [57] is a web-page recommendation sys-
tem that uses an individual's bookmarks and the organization of bookmarks 
within folders for predicting and recommending relevant pages. The system 
treats bookmark as implicit declaration of interest in the underlying content 
and user grouping behaviour as indication of semantic coherency or relevant 
grouping. The overlap of URL of each person's folder with that from other 
people accounts for the similarity. However, this kind of implicit behaviour 
may not necessarily be an accurate measure for user interests, as a result, 
not an appropriate base for similarity comparison. The PHOAKS [67] system 
tries to mine recommendations of Web resources (in terms of URL links) from 
Usenet news messages. The rationale behind is just to count a mention of 
URLs as a recommendation. However, this system is short of personalization 
and all users receive the same recommendation despite the difference in inter-
ests. While the Referral Web [37] is a system for reconstructing, visualizing, 
and searching social networks on the World-Wide Web. The author asserts 
that the social network is an important source for information dissemination. 
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The social network is modelled by a graph, where the nodes represent the 
individuals, and an edge between nodes indicates direct relationship between 
the individuals. The system uses the co-occurrence of name in close proxim-
ity in any documents publicly available on the Web as evidence of a direct 
relationship. However, this kind of data mining user social network requires 
some clear definition of what suffices to a direct relationship between users. 
2.1.5 Hybrid recommenders 
Hybrid recommender systems combine two or more recommendation tech-
niques to gain better performance with fewer of the drawbacks of any indi-
vidual one. Most commonly, collaborative filtering is combined with some 
other techniques in an attempt to avoid the ramp-up problem [13]. For in-
stance, Fab [5] employs the hybrid approach from both content-based and 
collaborative recommendation. The users request recommendations and the 
ten highest-ranking Web pages are shown according to their profile. The ten 
highest-ranking pages are recommended according to how well the content of 
the page match the user profile. This is the content-based part of the system. 
Then, the users rate each page according to how well it matches their inter-
ests. They provide the feedback with 7 points on ordinal scale from excellent 
to terrible. The collection and selection agents use this feedback to refine 
their profiles (relevance feedback). Additionally, any highly rated pages are 
passed directly to the user's nearest neighbors - other people with similar 
, profiles. Another system -EntreeC [13] employs hybrid of knowledge-based 
recommendation and collaborative filtering to recommend restaurants for the 
14 
users. 
2.2 Types of Collaborative Filtering 
There are two main types of collaborative filtering algorithm defined by 
Breese et al. [10]: memory-based and model-based methods. 
2.2.1 Memory-based methods 
As per Breese et al. [10], memory-based algorithms operate over the entire 
user database to make predictions. The algorithms compute the proximities 
of opinions (in the form of preference ratings) between the targeted user and 
each of the others in the entire database, and then estimate the preferences 
of the targeted user for the unrated products accordingly. The proximities of 
opinions define the like-mindedness between users, i.e. the similarity between 
users. The preference of a user for an unrated item is then predicted by sum-
ming up the contributions of other users for the same item, and weighted 
on the basis of a user similarity measure. Hence, the introduction of the 
weighting allows a user to take into consideration more the opinions (i.e. 
preference ratings) of the "like-minded" users [19]. The success of this ap-
proach relies on the availability of a sufficiently large set of quality preference 
ratings. In practice, it is hard to require individual users to provide too many 
preference ratings before using the system, at least it is hard when they first 
register onto the system. So, providing accurate recommendations under the 
sparse data condition is one of the main challenges for building collaborative 
recommender systems [40]. One solution is to use model-based methods. 
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2.2.2 Model-based methods 
Model-based method computes some compact abstraction of user preference 
patterns for interpolating missing data [19]. This collaborative filtering ap-
proach uses the user database to estimate or learn a model, which is then 
used for predictions [10]. Model based systems attempt to learn a model 
from the user ratings and then use this model in item recommendation. Var-
ious model-based methods have been proposed in the literature, including a 
variety of clustering models [8, 71], classifier models [51], Bayesian networks 
10], and dependency networks [30]. However, the model-based methods like 
the clustering model, suffer from the problem of being not as personalized 
as the memory based approach. The reason behind is that the cluster model 
generally tries to recommend a set of documents to a cluster, in which the 
user belongs to, instead of making recommendations to individual users. 
2.3 Similarity Measures 
As discussed in section 2.2.1, memory-based methods employ different sim-
ilarity measures to define the "like-mindedness" between users. The user 
similarity function among users affects the other users' contributions in pre-
dicting preferences of the target user on the unrated item. Thus, the rec-
ommendation accuracy highly relies on how the underlying similarity mea-
sure is defined. Memory-based methods are similar in spirit to the k-nearest 
neighbour (kNN) approach which is common used in the pattern recognition 
community. It is more popular and widely used in practice. The nearest 
neighbor algorithm has the advantage to rapidly incorporate the most up-
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to-date information, but the search for neighbors is slow in large databases. 
There are a number of proximity estimates used in previous researches to 
find out the "like-minded" users, i.e. the neighbors: Pearson Correlation 
(the most common) [40’ 53], Mean Square Differences [61], Constrained 
Pearson Correlation [61] and Vector Based Cosine approach [58，10 . 
Mean Squared Differences Algorithm Mean squared differences algo-
rithm is used by Shardanand and Maes [61] to measure the degree of dis-
similarity between two user profiles, which consists of ratings on music. It is 
computed as the average of squared differences between ratings in profiles. 
However, this kind of distance metrics is not useful as preference ratings are 
not objective measurements with random fluctuations, but are subjective 
ones provided by different users. It is easy to understand that different users 
subconsciously apply their own biases in providing preference ratings. Even 
for the same range of preference ratings, identical rating scores given by two 
different users, say one being critical and the other being generous, could 
mean quite different extents of preference. Pearson correlation coefficient is 
the most commonly proposed statistics to get rid of this effect caused by 
individual bias [19 . 
Pearson Correlation Coefficient The Pearson correlation coefficient, 
being the most common [53, 40], makes use of negative correlations as well 
as positive correlations to make predictions. To present the Pearson correla-
. tion coefficient computation, let Sxy be the set of all items co-rated by both 
users X and y, i.e., Sxy = {s e S \ r^.s ^ 0 & ry’s + 0}, where r^.s represents 
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the rating of user x on item s. The Pearson coefficient for the user similarity 
between user x and user y is computed as: 
. ! � SseSxv “ ''^x){ry,s - Ty) sim{x, y) = r _ l^-l) 
GroupLens in [40] is a system for collaborative filtering of netnews - elec-
tronic news articles adopted this measure for computation of user similarity. 
The authors built the GroupLens system on the assumption that people who 
agreed in the past will probably agree again and then use opinions that other 
people who have already rated the articles. However, the argument may be 
flawed in the sense that the similarity between user ratings on past news 
articles, not necessarily implies similar preference on current or future news 
articles for fast changing nature of news. 
Constrained Pearson Correlation Coefficient With the standard Pear-
son correlation coefficient, any data whose trend is positively sloped will have 
a positive correlation, irrespective of position on the scale. In order to tackle 
this problem, Shardanand and Maes [61] makes use of another similarity 
measure — constrained Pearson correlation by modifying the Pearson correla-
tion. This algorithm is motivated by the fact that ordinary correlation may 
not capture similarity, since shifting ratings by a constant leaves correlation 
unchanged. This variant takes positivity and negativity of ratings into ac-
count. The value above a chosen cutting point, z is positive while below it is 
m 
negative. The constrained Pearson coefficient between users x and y is then 
computed as: 
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Cosine-based In various literature [58, 10], cosine-based approach is em-
ployed for user similarity computation. In this approach, the two users x 
and y are treated as two vectors in m-dimensional space, where m = |»5工紋丨. 
Then, the similarity between two different users is measured by computing 
the cosine of the angle between these two vectors: 
^ —* 
sim{x, y) = cos(f, y) = -：：： ir 
叫X y 
= r 2 ( 2 3 ) 
where x • y denotes the dot-product between the vectors x and y. 
2.4 Prediction algorithm 
After the similarity between users is computed, in memory based collabora-
tive filtering, the most important step in a collaborative filtering system is to 
generate the output interface in terms of prediction. That is to compute the 
value of unknown rating r \ s for user x on item s. The prediction is always as 
an aggregate of the ratings of some other (usually the N most similar) users 
for the same item s. The most common aggregation approach is to use the 
" A 
weighted sum in formula 2.4, where C denotes the set of N users c，that 
are most similar to user c and who have rated item s {N can range from 1 
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to the number of all users) [1 . 
rc,s = sim{c, c') x rv’^ (2.4) 
c'gc 
rc,s = fc + A: ^ sim{c, c') x (7v，s - r'^) (2.5) 
c'gc •• 
Multiplier k serves as a normalizing factor and is usually selected as k = 
V E c ' e c \sirn{c, c')|. However, this weighted sum method does not take into 
account the fact that different users may use the rating scale differently. 
This is the individual bias problem. The adjusted weighted sum, as shown 
in formula 2.5, has been widely used to address this limitation [12, 10， 
53]. In this approach, instead of using the absolute values of ratings, the 
weighted sum uses their deviations from the average rating (own bias) of the 
corresponding user. 
2.5 User Profile 
In collaborative recommendation system, a personalization component is al-
ways built to store the user characteristics so as to form a basis for user 
similarity computation. Buono et al. [12] defines user profile to be a rep-
resentation, which is possibly structured, of that user, in order to take into 
account his or her needs, goals and interests. User profile is then a restruc-
tured representation of the user information needs. A typical profile in a 
collaborative system consists of a vector of items and their ratings, contin-
uously augmented as the user interacts with the system over time. In some 
fi. 
cases, ratings maybe binary (like/dislike) or real-valued indicating degree of 
preferences [13]. In the past researches in collaborative filtering, the user 
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profile was generated either on the basis of user-specified keywords [51] or 
from the key-terms extracted from documents proposed by user's relevance 
feedback [49 . 
2.6 Relevance Feedback 
Relevance Feedback is the process for which the user feedback preference 
on specific content on each article is gathered. The merit of relevance feed-
back lies on the ground that it enables the recommender system to refine 
its representation of the user's query. In a collaborative system constructed 
by Balabanovic and Shoham [5], relevance feedback operates based on the 
algorithm that if users liked a page, weights for the words extracted from it 
can be added to the weights for the corresponding words in the user profile. 
But how would the relevance feedback be generated? From the literature, the 
opinions of users can be obtained explicitly from the users or by using some 
implicit measures. Explicit rating is defined as which the user consciously ex-
press his preference on a discrete numerical scale. Fab [5] and GroupLens [53 
collect explicit evaluations from users, i.e. users explicitly assigned rating on 
a numeric scale based on how much they like the items. Implicit rating is to 
interpret user behavior or selection to impute a vote of preference. Resnick 
and Varian [54] found out that several systems gather implicit evaluations: 
GroupLens [40] monitors users' reading times, PHOAKS [67] mines Usenet 
articles for mentions of URLs; and Siteseer [57] mines personal bookmark 
lists. Semantic ratings from user are also captured by some systems [13]. It 
is a kind of rating that tells the system not just the user's preference - thumbs 
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up or thumbs down - but also the reason behind the rating: too expensive, 
not fancy enough etc. 
2.7 Comparison basis for user similarity 
There are different comparison basis for similarity formulation. Current re-
searches [73, 76, 50] tried to exploit the similarity of users from the user 
information access patterns, which is kind of users implicit behaviour, such 
as comparing the user's navigation path and the access patterns of past users. 
The user information access patterns can be categorized into the usage, fre-
quency, viewing-time and viewing-order based measures. This approach is 
adopted on the basis that human information access patterns tend to follow 
a continuity of interests. But as aforesaid, the implicit ratings are not accu-
rate capture of user interests. Another comparison basis is to associate the 
user together based on the user's ratings on past articles [40, 10]. But this 
kind of comparison made the memory-based methods prone to sparsity and 
first-rater problem. In these kinds of collaborative system, there is the as-
sumption of presence of large enough number of customers willing to provide 
preference ratings to many products. However, this is not essentially the 
reality. Since the effectiveness of the comparison relies heavily on the degree 
of overlapping among the user ratings, accuracy of the predicted ratings de-
grades significantly when the available ratings are sparse (sparsity problem). 
An extreme form of the sparsity problem is the first-rater problem, which 





It will be an extension of previous research where an intelligent agent mon-
itors the posting of web information providers and utilizes user profiles and 
user feedback to learn user preference. The system then searches for Chinese 
financial news online on behalf of users. The existing system utilizes the 
techniques of content-based and relevance feedback filtering. The main re-
search focus here is to incorporate a new add-in, the collaborative agents. 
Our collaborative agent is "autonomous" and "cooperative" in the sense 
that it records down the user preference and automatically finds out the 
"like-minded" users for the active users and then provides recommendation 
of news article with reference to the feedback provided by similar users. Our 
system is then a hybrid of content-based filtering, relevance feedback filtering 
and collaborative filtering.‘ 
The recommendation of news articles will be based on the 
(I 
1. active user profile which is a structure representation of basic knowledge 
about user preferences {Content-based filtering)-^ 
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2. user feedback, semantics of user rated news articles (Relevance Feedback 
filtering);a,nd 
3. new add in feedback from similar users is also incorporated (Collabo-
rative Filtering). •• 
3.1 Collaborative Infomediary System Design 
3.1.1 System Functionalities 
The Collaborative Infomediary offers user great benefits in time saving of 
searching for relevant financial news online. The system automatically search 
news on user's behalf. User can choose to view the financial news of the 
current day, or search for past news. Before the system grasps the news 
for him, user has to provide his preferences: specifies his interests in the 
user profile, declares whether to choose his own collaborators or the system 
chooses for him, provides domain weighting on how to find the collaborators 
and relative importance between profile and feedback in searching for the 
relevant news, etc. Section 3.6 depicts the user interfaces on how user 
navigates in the system to search for relevant financial news. 
3.1.2 Overview of System Design 
The system architecture of the Collaborative Infomediary consists of seven 
components: fetching, indexing, content based filtering (user profile), data 
r 
mining engine, relevance feedback filtering (user feedback), collaborative fil-
tering, and search engine. The collaborative filtering is the main focus of this 
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research. Figure 3.1 shows our system architecture. 
^ Fetching » Indexing 
Data mining L 
Engine 
, Content-Based ^ | ,丨 
‘‘ Filtering Search Engine 
Z • (User Profile) 
User ) ^ Collaborative Filtering 
\ ^ Relevance Feedback Filtering 
\ (User Feedback) ^ 
Figure 3.1: System Architecture of Collaborative Infomediary 
The fetching component fetches the daily financial news documents from 
the Web site of news sources. Each fetched news article with it title, date, 
news source, and the published date will be stored in the database for refer-
ence. All the contents of document will be passed to the next component for 
further processing. The indexing component will index all the wordings in 
news articles and extract the important features (keywords) to represent each 
article. These keywords are then used for filtering news articles. Content-
based filtering gathers basic information of user preferences on five domains: 
source of news, region of news, categories of industries, listed companies and 
user specified keywords. These user preferences are stored in the user profile. 
Data mining engine finds out the probabilities of a news article belongs to 
our defined seven industries. Relevance feedback filtering captures the de-
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gree of the user interests in a news article where user explicitly rates that 
article. The collaborative filtering component computes the user similarity 
and aggregates the other users' opinions weighted on the user similarity to 
predict the active user preference on news articles. For each rated article, 
either rated by the active user or his collaborators, we utilize the Jaccard's 
score to determine its relevance with the newly fetched articles. The search 
engine retrieves the relevant documents and calculates the document ratings 
based on the keywords extracted in indexing, user profile, user feedback and 
collaborator feedback. However, if the user is a first time user, no past feed-
back could be provided for rating calculation. The article will then presented 
in descending order of relevance (document scoring) to the active user. 
3.2 User Profile 
User profile is used to capture knowledge on user preferences, areas of inter-
ests and reading habits. A good user profile not only increases the precision of 
retrieval but also narrows down retrieval scope that directly reduces process-
ing time. Since the user of Collaborative Infomediary purposefully searches 
for financial news that help them to make investment decision, our system 
uses five domains in user profile to capture the user's information needs. 
In the existing system, the user profile contains the "Gathering data", i.e. 
sources and regions of news articles, the "Personal data", i.e. the user speci-
fication about the industries, companies to which the news belongs and also 
user specified keywords. The user feedback is also included. As compared to 
other systems mentioned in section 2.5, the user profile design in our system 
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captures a rich source of profile information for a known user, instead of only 
keywords. 
3.2.1 Sources of news articles 
We include this domain since different users have different preferences for 
the information providers. Although similar content is reported by different 
information providers, investors find some of the authors in some particular 
newspapers more credible and their comments are more helpful in their de-
cision making process. Our system currently uses six newspaper sources on 
the Internet. The sources are listed in Table 3.1. A slider on the graphical 
user interface is provided for the users to submit their confidence level on 
news source domain, Wg, ranged from very bad to excellent for each news-
paper source. [(Very bad|Bad|Average|Good|Excellent)(討厭|不好|一般|喜 
愛I很酷）record as (0.2|0.4|0.6|0.8|1.0) by the system] (For User Interface, 
please refer to section 3.6.1). Wsi, is then the captured confidence level for 
the user on a newspaper source i where i G (1,2,3,4,5,6). 
3.2.2 Regions of news 
As Hong Kong is an international financial center, besides local financial 
news, news from China and international will also affect the Hong Kong stock 
market. In most of the newspaper sources, the financial news is classified 
into three regional categories: (i) local (本地)’ (ii) China (内地)，and (iii) 
‘ international (國際 ) .For different users, news from different regions may 
affect their investment by different degree. The user can choose his confidence 
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Newspaper URL 
51 Ming Pao 明報 http://www.mpfinance.com/ 
52 Oriental Daily 東方日報 http://www.orientaldaily.com.hk/fin/ 
53 AppleDaily 蘋果日報 http://appledaily.atnext.com/template/apple/sec_ 
main.cfm?sec�d=15307 
54 Sing Pao 成報 http://app.singpao.com/ 
55 Wen Wei Po 文匯報 http://www.wenweipo.c;om/catList.phtml?cat=006FI 
56 The Sun 太陽報 http://the-siin.com.hk/ 
Table 3.1: Chinese newspaper sources 
level on region domain, w” ranged from very bad to excellent on these three 
regions through the graphical user interface. Similar to the source domain, 
the system will then record itVi, user confidence level on region i where i G 
(1,2,3). [(Very bad|Bad|Average|Good|Excellent)(討厭|不好卜般丨喜愛丨很 
酷）captured as (0.2|0.4|0.6|0.8|1.0) by the system](For user interface, please 
refer to section 3.6.1) 
REGIONS = (Rl, R2，R3) 
R1 = Local Financial News 
R2 = China Financial News 
R3 = International Financial News 
3.2.3 Categories of Industries 
The 7 major industries in Hong Kong are available for users to choose: Real 
ti 
Estate (地産)，Finance (金融)，Manufacturing (製造)，Public Utility (公 
用)，Resources (資源礦産)，Service (服務）and Technology (資訊科技)• 
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Data mining method (Bayesian classification) is used in previous study to 
find out the most representative keywords of these industries, rather than 
assign a keyword into a particular industry. Informative keywords, which 
can be used to discriminate the news into different industries efficiently, are 
identified using information gain. In this domain, user can select the preferred 
industries. The system then records the binary values either 1 or 0 if user 
select or not select that industry respectively. (For user interface, please refer 
to section 3.6.1) 
INDUSTRIES = (II, 12, 13, U, 15, 16, 17) 
11 = Real Estate, 
12 = Finance, 
13 = Manufacturing, 
14 = Public Utility， 
15 = Resource, 
16 = Service, 
17 = Technology 
3.2.4 Listed Companies 
Our system provides a list of company names and their corresponding codes 
in the Hong Kong Exchange for users to select the listed company. Again, 
the system records the binary values either 1 or 0 if user select that company 
or not select. (For user interface, please refer to section 3.6.1) 
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3.2.5 User-specified Keywords 
User can specify his or her interests by supplying specific keywords. (For user 
interface, please refer to section 3.6.1) These Internet terms can be person 
names, locations, or company names etc, in any number of Chinese characters 
or English words. 
3.2.6 User Profile Scoring (ScoreprofUe) 
This is the content-based filtering module of the Collaborative Infomedi-
ary. The Personal User Profile Score, Scoreprofile, is the original score of 
news articles which is used to indicate the news article goodness in terms of 
matching with the user profile. This formulation, as shown in formula 3.1 , 
is already built in the existing system. It is the accumulation of the relative 
weight scores obtained from preference on sources of newspapers, regions of 
news and keywords matching score earned from categories of industries, listed 
companies and user-specified keywords. The score of categories of industries 
are calculated by summation of the normalized score NSCOREk of chosen 
industries k, and multiplied to the weight Wi. The score of listed companies 
and user-specified keywords is calculated by dividing the frequency of the 
corresponding keywords fuj by its cardinalities Cu, and multiplying to its 
corresponding weight Wu. 
y^ f • 
Scoreprofiie = w, xwr X (wi NSCOREk + Wu ^ ) (3.1) 
‘ k Cu 
where Wg and Wr are the weights of the sources of newspaper and the 
regions of news for a particular news article provided by the user through the 
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user interface as described before. Wi is the weight of categories of industries, 
Wu is the weight of listed companies and user specified keywords. In the 
system, Wi is set to 1 while Wu is set to 3, to amplify the effect of user specified 
keywords and listed companies relative to industries. This is based on the 
rationale that the domain of user specified keywords and listed companies 
are more specific than the categories of industries. Since a news article may 
be classified into more than one category of region, Wr is taken as the average 
of importance of news the users selected. For example, if w^ ^ = = 0.4 
for user x, and the news article belongs to both Local and China news, Wr is 
0.3. 
3.3 User Feedback 
This is the relevance feedback filtering. We capture the user feedback for 
past news articles. The user provides explicit ratings instead of implicit 
ones. We adopted explicit feedback as it would be a more accurate cap-
ture of users' preferences. It is made on a 5 points basis scale. [(Very 
bad|Bad|Avemge|Good|Excellent)(討厭I不好卜般丨喜愛I很酷record as (0| 
0.25|0.5|0.75|1.0) by the system. (For user interface, please refer to sec-
tion 3.6.2) 
3.3.1 Scoring formulation for feedback {Scorefeedback) 
The rating score of newly fetched articles by our infomediary also relies on 
the score on each rated article in the relevance feedback provided by both 
users and collaborators. We will discuss in later section how the system finds 
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the collaborators. The semantic relevance feedback score, Score feedback, also 
takes account of similarity between the newly fetched articles and articles 
rated by users and his collaborators in relevance feedback. It is computed as 
in formula 3.2. 
n 
Score feedback = ^ (Wbj X 八(1“ bj)) (3.2) 
j=0 
where Wbj is a converted user ratings based on active user and similar 
user feedback, computed as in formula 3.3. J{ai, bj) is the Jaccard's score 
between the newly fetched article a^  and the rated article bj，n is the total 
number of articles that have been rated. It is a similarity function between 
the newly fetched article and the rated articles. 
The weight of rated article,w;{,j is computed using modification of weighted 
sum method (discussed in section 2.4) as follows: 
_ 切user X (Fuser — ^user) + U^peer X (i^ oeer — ^peer) /do� 聊j = —^ 1- ^user [0.6) 切user 十 切peer 
Fuser is the active user rating on that news article and Fpeer is the col-
laborator rating on that news article. Fuser indicates the active user average 
ratings on the set of m documents rated by him while Fpeer indicates the 
collaborator ratings on the set of p documents rated by him or her. Hence, 
{Fuser — Fuser) and (Fpeer — Fpeer) show the tendency of respectively the ac-
tive user feedback and the collaborative user's as compare to his own mean 
ratings. We set Wuser which indicates the weight of active user, as one if the 
active user rated that article or zero if he did not. Wj,eer^  weight of peer, 
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is based on overall user similarity, r^y ,which we will explain the formula-
tion 3.8 later in section 3.4. If a user does not provide feedback for a news 
article,iL^user in both the nominator and denominator will be set to 0 for that 
user. This is based on the rationale that if a user does not provide feedback 
for that article, he/she should not have any impact on its rating. 
3.4 User Similarity 
This is the collaborative filtering technique we incorporated into our system. 
Since the rating score of newly fetched articles by our infomediary also re-
lies on the feedback provided by collaborators, before we can aggregate the 
collaborators' feedback, we have to determine the 'neighbours' for the active 
user. This is the most important step of our collaborative agent. Our sys-
tem computes the user similarity using comparison between user profiles for 
the following reasons. First, it is simple and efficient. Since there is only 
one profile for each user, it is rather easy to compare the user profiles and 
the result can be calculated in a relatively short time and precomputed in 
off-line mode. In this system, it is believed most of our users are long-term 
investors. Even for those speculators, it is believed that they got a pool of 
stocks or derivatives, which they are most familiar with. In this sense, users 
will not change their profiles so frequently. So, the effort on calculation will 
not be so intensive. Second, since there is a small chance that the users 
read the same documents and our database is dynamic, the user similarity 
between user ratings approach is not suitable for our system. It will cause 
the sparsity problem. This approach also suffers from the weak grounds that 
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similarity of opinions on past articles not necessarily implies similar prefer-
ence on current or future news articles for news content can be absolutely 
different everyday. Lastly, the user profile is a structured and comprehensive 
representation of user preference, it can truly reflect user information needs. 
Hence, user profile forms a sound basis for user similarity computation in our 
system. 
The user similarity computation relies on the user profile, which consists 
of 5 domains: Source, Region, Categories of industry, Listed companies in 
Hong Kong and also User Specified Keywords. 
3.4.1 Source 
The 6 online sources that we fetch the news from are listed in table 3.1. We 
employed the most popular Constrained Pearson Correlation Coefficient to 
compute the similarity between user x and user y on this domain - source of 
news article, based on the confidence levels submitted by the users. 
. I 0.6) (3.4) 
V E - 0 . 6 ) y E - W - 0.6)2 
where w�^ is the confidence level of user x on source si. 0.6 is chosen as 
the "cutting point" as it indicates "average". This cutting point is added to 
introduce the positivity /.negativity of ratings between users and the range 
of Vxy is from -1 to 1. 
m 
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3.4.2 Regions of news 
We categorized the financial news into three regional categories: (1) local; (2) 
China; and (3) international. We also use Constrained Pearson Correlation 
Coefficient, to compute the similarity between user x and user y on this 
domain. 
E ? K ^ r 0 . 呢 - 0 . 6 ) (35) 
叩 ^ E • - 0.6)^5：• K i - 0.6)2 . 
where w^i is the importance indicated by user x on region ri. Again, 0.6 
is chosen as the "cutting point" and the computed similarity runs from -1 to 
1. 
3.4.3 Category of Industries 
In this domain, user can select the preferred industries, either "yes" or "no". 
As there is no positivity or negativity between user ratings, the cosine mea-
sure is employed, we represent the user preferences as vector of 7 dimensions 
on the 7 industries: Real Estate, Finance, Manufacturing, Public Utility, 
Resources, Service and Technology. The similarity is computed by the cosine 
of angle between the vectors of two users. 
= = /rZy— (3.6) 
Ix X ly 
m 
where 4 is the vector representing the user preference on industries of 
news. This measure takes the value from 0 to 1. 
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3.4.4 Listed companies in Hong Kong stock market 
and User-specified Keywords 
In this domain, user can select the preferred listed companies, either "yes" 
or "no" and also key in his specified keywords. Based on the same rationale 
as in industry domain, as there is no positivity or negativity between user 
ratings, we also employ the vector space model. We compute a combined 
cosine for the domains Company and User-specified Keywords 
—• —• 
= = . k ' l (3.7) 
y V y 
X A A/ y 
—• 
where k'^  is the vector representing the user specified keywords and key-
words for listed companies. The value ranges from 0 to 1. 
3.4.5 Overall Similarity 
The overall similarity between two users x and y is the combined similarities 
on the above five domains: 
Txy = X riy + u;丑 X r f y + X riy + w^' x r ; ; ) (3.8) 
The and w知'are the user defined weights of the five domains 
which are normalized and is on a 5 points basis scale of (0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8，1). 
(For user interface, please refer to section 3.6.1). This computed r^ y^ is used 
for the previously mentioned computation of scoring formulation for feedback 
in formula 3.3. The Wk> will be doubled in order to take into account that k， 
is contributed by two domains. In the case where user set the weights on all 
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domains for collaborator computations to “很酷，，，then w^ = w^ = w^ = 1 
and w^' = 2, the overall similarity will range from -2 to 5. For the Wbj 
formulation as in formula 3.3，we shift r^y to a scale from 0 to 7 and then 
normalized it to a range from 0 to 1. The underlying principle is that user of 
opposite similarity should not introduce an "opposite" effect on rating, but 
rather to have a minimizing effect on the score. 
3.5 News Article Scoring 
For each daily fetched article, its score consists of the components: the user 
profile, the user feedback and also the feedback from similar users. 
Score = Wprofile X ScorCprofile + Wfeedback X ScOrCfeedback (3.9) 
The weight for profile, WprofUe and the weight for feedback, wfeedback, are 
assumed to be equal to 0.5, i.e. in the mid-point of the scale in the user 
interface. User can alter this weight by moving along the scale from 0 to 1, 
so as to put a higher weight on either the profile or the feedback for retrieving 
the news. (For user interface, please refer to section 3.6.1). ScoreprofUe is 
the normalized user profile score, with the summation of all newly fetched 
articles' ScorCprofUe as the normalization factor. Similarly, Score feedback is 
the normalized semantic relevance score, with the summation of all newly 
fetched articles' Score feedback as the normalization factor. 
The score for the newly fetched article i as computed in formula 3.9, is 
‘ then normalized to a final score, FScorCi as follow: 
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Scorei - Scoreiaw , � i � � 
FScorei = x 100 (3.10) 
Scorehigh - bcoreiow 
where Scorehigh and Scoreiow are the scores of highest and lowest scored 
articles as computed using formula 3.9 respectively. The infomediaries will 
then rank the daily fetched news articles based on the final scores of news 
articles as computed using formula 3.10 and present them to users in de-
scending order of their score values. 
3.6 User Interface of Collaborative Infomedi-
ary 
We will provide details in this section about how a user interacts with the 
Collaborative Infomediary. 
3.6.1 User Registration and Preference Setting 
First-time users are required to register with Collaborative Infomediary. Ev-
ery user has his own account for login. They have to set up their user 
profiles to indicate'their preferences during the first login. First, they choose 
編輯(Edit) from the menu bar and under this option, click on 個人設 
定(Preference) to modify the personal setting. There are seven areas for 
the preference setting as depicted in Fig. 3.2. 
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Figure 3.2: Seven areas of Preferences setting 
Retrieval Settings 
The first panel for the preference setting is 檢索設定(Retrieval Settings). 
User has to adjust the relative weighting between user profile and semantic 
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Figure 3.3: Window for weight adjustment on user profile and semantic mea-
surement 
Sources of News 
User can then adjust his own weighting on the six different newspapers 
through the second panel —報章(Sources of Newspaper Articles) (Fig. 3.4). 
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Figure 3.4: Preferences on sources of news articles 
News Regions 
After that, he can indicate his preference on the three regions of news through 
the third panel -報章分類 ( N e w s Region) (Fig. 3.5). 
Industry 
The fourth panel is 工業項目（Industry Item) (Fig. 3.6). User can select 
the industry he likes out of the seven industries. 
Listed Companies 
Then, user proceeds to the fifth panel —個人投資(Personal Investment) 
‘ (Fig. 3.7), in which there is a list of company names and their corresponding 
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Figure 3.5: Preferences on news regions 
stock codes in the Hong Kong Stock Market, for the user to select. 
Keywords 
User can also enter and edit their specified keywords for news retrieval. This 
is done in the sixth panel of preference settings -個人關鍵字 (Persona l 
Keyword) (Fig 3.8). The names of the listed companies which user have 
selected in fifth panel are also shown in the keywords box. 
Collaborative users 
The last preference setting -共同喜好的會員 (Col laborat ive Users) is 
• a window through which user adjust his own weighting on four domains 
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Figure 3.6: Preferences on industries 
including: source (報章)，news category (報章分類)，industry (工業項目） 
and keyword (關鍵字）for user similarity comparison. (Fig 3.9). 
3.6.2 Current Day News Retrieval 
Manual / Auto Selection of Collaborative Users 
After user has setup his own user profile, i.e. his preference settings, he 
can choose the 檢視(View) option in the menu bar and then select from 
the drop down menu 今日新聞(Today News), to view today news articles 
(Fig 3.10). The Collaborative infomediary utilizes not only the active user 
own profile and feedback, but also the feedback from other users to rank 
news. Hence, users can either select collaborative users on his own (Click on 
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Figure 3.8: Panel for user to enter keywords 
自選(Manual) ) or let the system choose for him (自動(Auto))(Fig 3.10). 
‘ If "manual" is chosen, a table with the list of other users is displayed for 
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Figure 3.10: Current day news retrieval and choosing for either manual or 
auto partners selection 
the user to choose as 'likeminded users' as shown in Fig. 3.11. The left hand 
side shows the partners that have been chosen before by users. The symbol 
m 
'*' indicates that the profile of that partner has been modified since the last 
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time the user has chosen him. The right hand side shows the most relevant 
partners to the users. Click on the box beside the user name to select the 
partners. There is a count on the number of users selected by the user at 
the left bottom corner. No more than ten partners can be selected. The user 
profiles of the other users can be viewed by pressing 會員資料(User Profile). 
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Figure 3.11: Manual selection of collaborative partners 
News Browsing 
After all the preferences are set, the system retrieves the news for the users 
and the following dialog box prompts out (Fig 3.12). The upper part shows 
the result of the ranked financial news articles for that current day. The 
lower part displays the selected article in NewsML format. 
Feedback 
A dialog box for giving feedback pops out when users choose to read other 
r 
news articles or close the table. (Fig 3.13) 
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Figure 3.12: Result of ranked financial news on a particular day. 
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Figure 3.13: User Relevance Feedback Window 
3.6.3 Past News Retrieval 
User can select 昔日新聞(Past News) from the option 檢視(View) to search 
for past news by date (Fig 3.14). And then the search results will be shown 
as in Fig 3.15. 
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Figure 3.14: Past news retrieval 
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Figure 3.15: Past news browsing. 
3.6.4 Search News 
If a user wants to search for some specific news articles, he can use the option 
搜尋(Search) in the menu, and then click on 搜尋新聞(Search News). 
Users can specify the date, newspaper source and keywords for the topic of 
articles (Fig. 3.16). The system returns the following box (Fig. 3.17) if there 
is no matching document, or the matched result will be shown as in Fig. 3.18. 
The window is similar to Today News except no ranking is provided. Users 
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can also give feedback after reading the articles. 
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Figure 3.16: Option for user to search news 
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Figure 3.17: Dialog box if no matching result for the news search 
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Figure 3.18: Result of news search 
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Chapter 4 
Evaluation Methodology & 
Experimental Results 
We have conducted an experiment, with three main objectives: 
1. Find out whether the collaborative component improves the system 
performance 
2. Find out the performance of system under different user similarity 
thresholds for classifying neighbours 
3. Perform an analysis of user similarity threshold against the average 
number of collaborators 
The first objective is .the critical issue we are concerning. We would like 
to know whether the new add-in, the collaborative feature does improve the 
‘ system performance. For the second and third objectives, they are related 
to the neighbourhood size to be used in the collaborative feature. The size 
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of neighbourhood and the similarity magnitude between the users, have sig-
nificant impact on the recommendation quality. In order to determine the 
effect of neighbourhood size and similarity magnitude, we vary the size of 
neighbourhood by setting a similarity threshold. We would like to find out 
the critical point at which the improvement gains diminish. 
4.1 Experimental Design & Setup 
In order to study the effect of collaborative feedback on Collaborative Info-
mediary, an experiment was conducted. The experiment is a user evaluation 
involving 10 subjects from the Chinese University of Hong Kong. All of 
them are graduate students majoring in Systems Engineering and Engineer-
ing Management Department. 
Before the experiment commenced, subjects were given a briefing on the 
purpose of the experiment. They were told that the purpose of the experi-
ment is to evaluate the system performance of the "Collaborative" feature of 
the Personal Financial Infomediary, which is an intelligent agent that helps 
users to search for Chinese financial news post on web. Their task is to set 
up a user profile representing their interests and then provide feedback on 
the news articles they read. A 20 minutes tutorial session was conducted to 
let subjects acquire the general understanding about the functionalities: (1) 
user login and logout, (2) user profile configuration, (2) news browsing, and 
(4) providing feedback; and user interface of the system. During the tutorial 
“ session, a tutorial guide (Appendix E) was distributed to the subjects. We 
went through the tutorial guide page by page with the subjects in order for 
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them to be familiarized with the system. A clear explanation were given on 
how to set up the user profile and what each tag in the user profile interface 
represented. 
Approximately, 170 to 220 news articles from six sources of newspapers 
are fetched everyday. There are six setups for each subject. Each setup 
corresponds to different similarity thresholds set. We have 6 different user 
similarity thresholds: 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.8 and 1. Under each, setup, 30 top 
ranked news articles are returned on each day based on the user profiles, user 
feedback and feedback from neighbours on the previous days. To be qualified 
as neighbours, the user similarity with the target subject, i.e. Wpeer, should 
be larger than the thresholds set. All of the news articles returned from the 6 
setups are gathered and presented to the subject. The experiment proceeded 
to next day only after all subjects had finished browsing and giving feedback 
on the news articles on the current day. A batch job was then run between 
days to find out the collaborative users for the subjects. 
The task of each subject is to set up his own user profile, which represents 
his interests, and to provide feedback on his own rankings and ratings of the 
news articles presented to him. The subjects use the system for five consec-
utive days. During each day, all the news articles returned from the 6 setups 
are presented to the subjects. However, subjects have no knowledge on the 
setup source of the news articles, i.e. they do not know the news articles they 
read are from which similarity threshold setup. The purpose of this design is 
to avoid subject bias. Each subject is required to give his/her feedback for 
each news articles both on a rating basis (0-100) with 50 as the neutral point, 
and also he/she needs to rank the articles in the order of relevancy with 1 
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being the most relevant. Subjects were reminded about these feedback rules. 
They were also reminded not to move the domain weighting sliders for system 
selection of collaborators, and also the weighting adjustment for user profile 
and semantic measurement for news retrieval, so as to preclude the effect 
on performance due to these variables. In order to avoid confusion, several 
functionalities in the original system has also been disabled in experiment 
setup: manual selection of collaborators (section 3.6.2), past news retrieval 
(section 3.6.3), and search news articles (section 3.6.4). 
4.1.1 Performance Measures 
In the experiment, we employed the performance measures precision and re-
call rates to measure the effectiveness of the system performance. F-measure, 
a well-accepted single measure that tries to balance precision and recall was 
also used in our evaluation [55 . 
Precision and recall 
The standard precision, recall measures are on basis of absolute relevance 
judgments. They require a two level relevance judgment, i.e. relevant and 
non-relevant. The set of news articles, according to the results of recom-
mender system, is divided into two subsets, the retrieved subset and non-
retrieved subset. The precision and recall measures are expressed by: 
Precision{percentage of retrieved news articles that are relevant) 
_ number of retrieved news articles that is relevant 
total number of retrieved news 
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Recall (percentage of relevant items that were returned) 
number of relevant news articles retrieved 
total number of relevant news 
F-measure 
We also employed the F-measure as our evaluation. It is calculated as follow: 
^ (2 X recall x precision) 
t — measure = ~ 
[recall + precision) 
Here, we take the number of news articles retrieved by the system with 
system score over 50 as the total number of retrieved news articles. Also, 
news articles where user ratings of over 50 are taken as relevant while those 
under 50 as non-relevant. Hence, the total number of relevant news is the 
number of news articles user rated over 50. 
4.2 Experiment Results Discussions 
4.2.1 Similarity Threshold against average number of 
collaborators 
As shown in table 4.1, we found out that nearly all the other users in the 
experiment are included as neighbours when we set the threshold cutting to 
0.3. On moving the threshold to 0.4, only half of the users are included. 
«i 
Only a few subjects have collaborators with similarity over 0.5. There are 
no collaborators with similarity over 0.6. 
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Table 4.1: Similarity threshold against average number of collaborators 
4.2.2 Performance Measures among setups 
Prom the log files record by the system, we found out that one subject, gave 
extremely low ratings to the news articles (under 10). This subject has a user 
profile with over 10 keywords that are financially irrelevant. Her data are 
excluded from the analysis. Another subject, who has a fluctuating results 
is also omitted in the analysis. The performance measures for the other 
8 subjects are then studied. Also, since all the three setups of similarity 
threshold 0.6, 0.8 and 1 correspond to no collaborators, the performances 
are the same under these 3 setups, the plot of similarity threshold 0.6 setup 
represents all the three setups. 
Precision, recall and F-test 
The comparisons of the average precision, recall and F-measure of the 4 
setups (with similarity threshold of 0.6 represent all the three setups of simi-
larity threshold 0.6, 0.8 and 1.0) on each day are also presented in Fig B.l to 
Fig B.3 respectively. Table 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 depict the average and standard 
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deviation of precision, recall and F-measure for 4 setups respectively. 
Similarity threshold day 0 day 1 day 2 
value of setups Mean Standard Mean Standard Mean Standard 
deviation deviation deviation 
0.3 0.6782 0.4275 0.5578 0.2502 0.5787 0.23‘53 
0.4 0.6782 0.4275 0.5516 0.2438 0.5913 0.2265 
0.5 0.6782 0.4275 0.5766 0.2217 0.6013 0.2350 
0.6 0.6782 0.4275 0.6378 0.1982 0.5587 0.2441 
Similarity threshold day 3 day 4 
value of setups Mean Standard Mean Standard 
deviation deviation 
0.3 0.5986 0.1829 0.5973 0.1386 
0.4 0.6130 0.1828 0.6031 0.1410 
0.5 0.7103 0.1830 0.6444 0.1680 
0.6 0.6955 0.2099 0.6180 0.1503 
Table 4.2: Average and standard deviation of precision rates for 4 setups on 
5 consecutive days 
The results show that with collaborators' feedback (correspond to the 
setups of similarity threshold of 0.3, 0.4 and 0.5) obtains the best perfor-
mance. From the plot of F-measure, under similarity thresholds of 0.3, 0.4 
and 0.5 which correspond to collaborative feedback incorporated, the F-test 
improves sharply from day 0 to day 1，then increase slightly or keep constant 
from day 1 to day 2, rise up sharply again from day 2 to day 3 and then drops 
from day 3 to day 4. The performance of collaborative feedback improves 
»» 
daily except during day 4. However, for the setups with no collaborators, 
the F-test fluctuates. F-measure increases slightly from day 0 to day 1 and 
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Similarity threshold day 0 day 1 day 2 
value of setups Mean Standard Mean Standard Mean Standard 
deviation deviation deviation 
0.3 0.5464 0.3713 0.9054 0.2003 0.8491 0.1864 
0.4 0.5464 0.3713 0.8911 0.2017 0.8405 0.1812 
0.5 0.5464 0.3713 0.6624 0.2349 0.6313 0.3017 
0.6 0.5464 0.3713 0.4413 0.1728 0.3775 0.3058 
Similarity threshold day 3 day 4 
value of setups Mean Standard Mean Standard 
deviation deviation 
0.3 0.8326 0.1709 0.7268 0.2071 
0.4 0.8052 0.2024 0.7150 0.2077 
0.5 0.6841 0.2794 0.5960 0.1344 
0.6 0.5300 0.2070 0.4760 0.2922 
Table 4.3: Average and standard deviation of recall rates for 4 setups on 5 
consecutive days' 
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Similarity threshold day 0 day 1 day 2 
value of setups Mean Standard Mean Standard Mean Standard 
deviation deviation deviation 
0.3 0.4860 0.3351 0.6526 0.2122 0.6658 0.1902 
0.4 0.4860 0.3351 0.6428 0.2022 0.6787 0.1906 
0.5 0.4860 0.3351 0.5843 0.1747 0.5819 0.2591 
0.6 0.4860 0.3351 0.4783 0.1076 0.3872 0.2253 
Similarity threshold day 3 day 4 
value of setups Mean Standard Mean Standard 
deviation deviation 
0.3 0.6916 0.1717 0.6120 0.1961 
0.4 0.6887 0.1777 0.6085 0.1910 
0.5 0.6707 0.2091 0.5905 0.2160 
0.6 0.5718 0.1341 0.4595 0.2129 
Table 4.4: Average and standard deviation of F-measure for 4 setups on 5 
consecutive days 
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sharply from day 2 to day 3, while it drops from day 1 to day 2 and from 
day 3 to day 4. 
We have conducted a two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) to identify if 
there are any significant effects of the factors, similarity threshold setups and 
days, and their interaction. As shown in Table 4.5, the p-values are 0.069, 
0.016 and 0.973 for between consecutive days, between similarity thresh-
olds and their interaction respectively. The results highlight that similarity 
threshold has a significant effect on the performance of the Collaborative 
Infomediary. 
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F-crit 
Between days 0.470491 4 0.117623 2.224823 *0.069356 2.436317 
Between similarity thresholds 0.561297 3 0.187099 3.539044 **0.016405 2.669256 
Interaction 0.230704 12 0.019225 0.363654 0.973905 1.82192 
Within 7.401402 140 0.052867 
Total 8.663894 159 
Number of subjects: 8. 
* Significant at p < 0.07 
** Significant at p < 0.02 
Table 4.5: Two-way ANOVA examining the effects of setups and days，and 
their interaction on 5 consecutive days 
4.2.3 Performance Measures against Similarity Thresh-
old 
m 
Though the number of collaborators decreases with similarity threshold, it 
would also imply a higher similarity between the collaborators with the sub-
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ject. These two factors counteract each other. We would like to see at which 
point the performance of system diminishes and also if the collaborative feed-
back improves the system performance. 
A plot of F-measures for 5 consecutive days are shown in Fig B.4. As 
from similarity threshold of 0.6 onwards, the setup involves no collabora-
tors; we can classify the region of the plot into collaborative setups and 
non-collaborative setups with 0.6 as the cutting point. The plot of F-test 
indicates the collaborative feedback improves the system performance. Also, 
we can find out that the F-measure drops from a point between the similarity 
threshold ranges from 0.4 to 0.5 during day 1 to day 4. This indicates that 
the system performance diminishes at this point. In order to determine if 
the factor of similarity threshold setup has effect on the performance of the 
Collaborative Infomediary during each day from day 1 to day 4, we conduct 
the ANOVA tests for each of the setups in each day. Table 4.6 shows the 
ANOVA results of each day for all the four setups. The p-values for the 
fours days are 0.211451, 0.045298, 0.48451 and 0.401921 respectively. There 
is significance difference in the performance on day 2 between the similarity 
setups. 
To better understand the significance of improvement between consecu-
tive similarity threshold setups, we employed Paired T-test to assess whether 
the means of F-measures of two adjacent similarity thresholds are statisti-
cally different from each other. Table 4.7 shows the p-values of t-test and 
the computation of the p-values can be found in Fig. B.5 and B.6. From the 
Table 4.7, p-value from the t-test between similarity threshold setups of 0.3 
and 0.4 is not significant for individual days from day 1 to day 4, and also for 
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Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F-crit 
Day 1 
Between setups 0.153723 3 0.051241 1.60086 0.211451 2.946685 
Within setups 0.896233 28 0.032008 
Day 2 
Between setups 0.434389 3 0.144796 3.041981 * 0.045298 2.946685 
Within setups 1.332782 28 0.047599 
Day 3 
Between setups 0.077165 3 0.025722 0.837946 0.48451 2.946685 
Within setups 0.859489 28 0.030696 
Day 4 
Between setups 0.126726 3 0.042242 1.012457 0.401921 2.946685 
Within setups 1.168219 28 0.041722 — 
* Significant at p < 0.05 
Table 4.6: Two-way ANOVA examining the effects of four setups in 4 con-
secutive d a y s . ‘ 
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an aggregate of all four days. Based on these observations, on increasing the 
similarity thresholds from 0.3 to 0.4, the higher similarity of users counter-
act with the decreased numbers of collaborators, and thus, the performance 
of Infomediary is not significantly affected. The p-value results for t-test 
between similarity threshold setups of 0.4 and 0.5 show that there is no sig-
nificant difference between the two setups for each individual day. However, 
the difference between these two setups of all four days is significant at the 
significant level of 0.07. In this case, we observe that the drop of the number 
of collaborators from 4.8 to 0.4 on moving from similarity threshold from 
0.4 to 0.5 did affect the performance of the system significantly. Similarly, 
for the comparison between the similarity setups of 0.5 and 0.6, p-values 
results for t-test in day 2 and day 3 suggests there is significant difference 
at significant level of 0.07. Also, the F-measure performance between these 
two setups is significantly different, on the four days as a whole. The results 
imply that with collaborative feedback i.e. similarity threshold setups of 0.5, 
the Infomediary performance did improve on day 2 and day 3 and on the 
four days as a whole, significantly as compared to the setups with no collab-
orators, i.e. similarity threshold setup of 0.6. From the ANOVA and t-test, 
it shows that the collaborative feedback improves the retrieval performance 
of Collaborative Infomediary significantly. 
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Threshold Values of setups Between 0.3 and 0.4 Between 0.4 k 0.5 Between 0.5 & 0.6 
Day 1 0.224811 0.260452 0.213054 
Day 2 0.411198 0.233195 *0.067496 
Day 3 0.822103 0.703591 *0.067843 
Day 4 0.484183 0.501534 0.198149 
All 4 days 0.873898 *0.065454 **0.00145 
* Significant at p < 0.07 
** Significant at p < 0.005 




Related work on the Measuring 
Factors that Influence the 
Success of Infomediary 
5.1 Different approaches to IS success mea-
surement 
Many practitioners are facing the need to evaluate whether the information 
‘ system implementation is successful or effective. The subject of information 
system (IS) success or effectiveness has been widely reviewed in the IS litera-
ture and its importance has been emphasized. According to a review of over 
50 end-user information system satisfaction (EUISS) papers conducted by Au 
, et al. [2], there are three approaches of system success measures. They are 
cost-benefit analysis, system usage and end-user satisfaction measurement. 
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Cost-benefit analysis is the most objective measurement. The net value 
of the information system to the organization is the difference between the 
actual benefits in terms of improved organizational effectiveness, and the cost 
of information development. This approach, however, suffers from a number 
of weaknesses. First, it is difficult to show causality, i.e. if the particular 
benefit is directly or solely due to the new information system. Secondly, the 
costs and benefits are sometimes intangible and therefore difficult to compute 
the monetary value. Thirdly, these objective data may not be recorded and 
so, not available. 
System usage has also been suggested as another measure of IS success. 
This approach reflects the degree of confidence users have in the effectiveness 
of their information systems. For instance, the amount of user connect time. 
However, some critics argued that the use of IS, either actual or perceived, 
is only relevant when it is voluntary but not as a mandatory requirement. 
End-user satisfaction has been the most frequently used measure for eval-
uation of information system (IS). According to Au et al. [2], it has a high 
degree of face validity due to reliable instruments being developed by past 
researchers, and also as most other measures are either conceptually weak 
or empirically difficult to validate. User satisfaction is a critical construct 
for it is a surrogate of management information systems (MIS) effectiveness, 
and also of its relation to other important variables in system design and 
analysis. There are a number of literature in support of using satisfaction 
as the critical criterion for measuring IS success. Nolan and Seward [47 
•I 
argued that user satisfaction is the most important criterion in measuring 
IS success and failure. Later as asserted in Ives et al. [32] user information 
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satisfaction (UIS) is a perceptual or subjective measure of system success; it 
serves as a substitute for objective determinants of information system ef-
fectiveness which are frequently not available. UIS also measures how users 
view their information system rather than the technical quality of the sys-
tem. A "good" information system perceived by its users as a "poor" system 
is a poor system. It is the main argument for making user satisfaction as a 
suitable candidate of IS success assessment. 
In a past research study, Delone and McLean [23] reviewed 100 papers 
containing empirical IS success measures that had been published in seven 
publications during the seven years 1981-1987. In the paper, they classified 
the huge range of IS success measures they found into six categories. They 
are: 1.information quality, 2.system quality, 3. use, 4. user satisfaction, 5. 
individual impact, and 6. organizational impact. It can be seen that user 
satisfaction has been one of the dimensions for IS success evaluation. Besides, 
Rivard and Huff [56] have also linked the success of end user computing as 
overall user satisfaction. 
5.2 User Information Satisfaction/End-User 
Computing Satisfaction 
5.2.1 Definition of user satisfaction 
What is User Satisfaction? The dictionary defines satisfaction as fulfillment 
of a need or want. What exactly is it? There are lot of literatures trying 
to give a definition to it. As mentioned by Tessier et al. [68], satisfaction is 
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clearly a state of mind experienced (or not experienced) by the user. User's 
satisfaction will be a function of how well the product fits his requirement. 
As for IS end-users, Ives et al. [32] defined user information satisfaction 
(UIS) as the extent to which users believe the information system available 
to them meets their information requirements. It is a set of user's beliefs 
about the relative value of the IS. Doll and Torkzadeh [24] defined end-user 
computing satisfaction{E\JCS) as the affective attitude towards a specific 
computer application by someone who interacts with the application directly. 
It is the IS end-user's overall affective evaluation of the pleasurable level of 
consumption-related fulfilment experienced with the IS. IS end users refer 
to non-technical personnel who use or interact with the system directly, as 
opposed to technical personnel who design the IS. 
5.2.2 Factors/dimensions affecting IS user satisfaction 
According to Au et al. [2], the most frequently used instrument for EUS is 
developed by Bailey and Pearson [4], who identified a list of 39 indicators 
that contribute to end user satisfaction (EUS) with IS. The instrument is 
then re-evaluated by Ives et al. [32], and later again by Baroudi and Or-
likowski [6], which result in a shortened (comprising 13 items) measurement, 
which can be broadly grouped into three main dimensions: Informat ion 
Quality, E D P Staff and Services, and User Knowledge. Typical mea-
sures of Informat ion Quality includes accuracy, relevance, completeness, 
. currency, timeliness, format, security, documentation and reliability. Mea-
sures of E D P Staff and Services mainly comprise staff attitude, relation-
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ships, level of support, training, ease of access and communication. Finally, 
measures of User Knowledge mainly include user training, user under-
standing and participation. 
Doll and Torkzadeh [24] identified five factors for measuring EUS: con-
tent , accuracy, format , ease of use and timeliness. These factors are 
mainly related to Information Quality mentioned above. Other dimensions 
such as Top management support , Organization suppor t or user sup-
port structures of any kind are also suggested as influencing IS user satis-
faction [44]. In addition, two other IS dimensions, namely System Quality 
and Interface Quality are categorized by other researchers from the IS 
attributes list [65]. Most measures in the former dimension are engineering-
oriented technical performances such as speed, features, etc. The latter cate-
gory refers to the interaction between the end-user and the computer system. 
After the review of over 50 papers, Au et al. [2] concludes that the ma-
jor dimensions of IS performance relevant to and having a significant im-
pact on EUS consists of Informat ion Quality, System Quality and Sys-
t em Suppor t Services. With reference to previous validated instruments 
24, 32], the Informat ion Quality construct is measured by nine indicators, 
namely accuracy, availability, reliability, updatedness, relevance, timeliness, 
completeness, presentation format and accessibility. Six indicators, namely, 
response time, reliability, functionality, flexibility, user friendliness and ease 
of integration, are used to measure the System Quality construct. Fi-
nally, the System suppor t service will be measured by another six indica-
m-
tors, namely, promptness, reliability, responsiveness, technical competence, 
attitude of system support people, ability of keeping accurate records and 
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provision of training course. In general, most of these studies have used 
a multivariate approach when measuring satisfaction and then tended to 
operationalize satisfaction from a list of indicators, and inferred a level of 
satisfaction from the sum of responses to these indicators [11 . 
5.3 Evaluation of Web-site 
As discussed in the chapter of introduction before, the World Wide Web 
has become a major information dissemination channel. Hence, Internet has 
provides a supportive context for effective information seeking by informa-
tion users [11]. So, it is in some sense related to information system, or a 
network or a hybrid of traditional information system, as user tries to seek in-
formation from the Internet. Though there are massive literatures proposing 
evaluation measures on traditional information system, like end user infor-
mation system satisfaction (EUISS) discussed in previous section, according 
to Bruce [11], an attempt to find out how satisfied users are when they look 
for information using the network is overdue. In [11], Bruce defined infor-
mation seeking on the internet as a purposeful interaction with an Internet 
information resource or resources aimed at obtaining information to inform, 
treat, or resolve a problem. In this study, the author aimed to find out how 
satisfied end-users are when they search for information using the Internet. 
However, the factors contributed to "satisfaction" was not studied. It is only 
a single-item scale, hence it did not provide sufficient content domain sam-
‘ pling of complex constructs. It is generally believed to be unreliable, since 
it does not allow internal consistency to be calculated [48]. Furthermore, 
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single-item measures provide no details for interpretation of the exact mean-
ing of satisfaction. Later in [62], Spink proposed to evaluate a web search 
engine from a user-centered approach, which includes effectiveness and us-
ability. Evaluation on effectiveness focus on measuring the impact of users' 
interactions on their information problem and their moves through the differ-
ent stages of their information seeking process. Pre-search questionnaire and 
post-search questionnaire was used to capture the state of user, providing 
measurement of changes by users resulting from their interaction with the 
search engine. Usability evaluation includes 8 criteria on screen layout and 
system capabilities for users. The evaluation measures are built on extension 
of various literature. However, the author have not tested the validity of 
those measures. 
5.4 Web Customer Satisfaction 
Other than serving as information dissemination channel, the Internet also 
provides a mean for users to shop online. As from previous sections, there are 
different established models to measure user information satisfaction (UIS) 
and end-user computing satisfaction (EUCS). These models are perceived as 
inappropriate for measuring customer information satisfaction in electronic 
commerce. Wang et al. [72] argued that these models are targeted for con-
ventional data processing or end-user computing environment. They are not 
appropriate for the digital marketing context. UIS and EUCS instruments 
‘ focus primarily on general or specific user information satisfaction within an 
organization rather than on customer satisfaction with regard to web site. 
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They have not been developed and validated for measuring web customer 
information satisfaction. 
5.4.1 Customer satisfaction 
The authors in [25] proposed a definitional framework for consumer satis-
faction for resolving inconsistencies of consumer satisfaction. In the study, 
three components of consumer satisfaction has been identified: 1. summary 
affective response which varies in intensity, 2. satisfaction focus around prod-
uct choice, purchase and consumption and 3. time of determination which 
varies by situation, but is generally limited in duration. Summary affective 
response is defined as the holistic nature of consumer's state of satisfaction 
by Giese and Cote [25]. The focus is the object(s) of consumer's state, and 
timing refers to the temporal existence of satisfaction. Giese and Cote [25' 
provided a framework for other research study which includes context spe-
cific definition of consumer satisfaction. Kotler [41] viewed satisfaction as the 
consequence of the customer's experiences during various purchasing stages: 
need arousal, information search, alternatives evaluation, purchase decision 
and post-purchase behaviour. The authors in [63] have identified infor-
mation satisfaction and attribute satisfaction as antecedents of satisfaction. 
Information satisfaction is based on the quality of the information used in 
deciding to purchase a product, whereas attribute satisfaction measures the 
consumer's level of contentment with a product [63] (p. 17). 
•I 
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5.4.2 Factors/Dimensions affecting customer informa-
tion satisfaction 
Due to the lack of instrument in measuring customer information satisfaction 
(CIS) on web sites, Wang et al. [72] developed a multidimensional instrument 
to measure customer information satisfaction (CIS) for web sites that mar-
ket digital products and services. In the study, the authors employed the 
definition proposed by Giese and Cote [25]. Customer information satisfac-
tion (CIS) for digital marketing is conceptualized as "a summary affective 
response of varying intensity that follows consumption, and is stimulated by 
focal aspects of sales activities, information systems (websites), digital prod-
ucts/services, customer support, after-sales service, and company culture." 
In the study, four aspects of customer information satisfaction distinguish 
it from traditional marketing: information, information processing, IS 
content and IS interface. Informat ion refers to the information product 
transmitted via Internet, for example, books, online newspaper; Informa-
tion processing is the digital services processed over Internet like online 
banking and security transactions; and IS content and IS interface refers 
to the content and interface of the web-based information systems (web-
sites). The authors also argued that conventional UIS and EUCS instru-
ments appear to omit several important marketing aspects underlying the 
CIS construct, such as digital products, sales activities, customer support, 
etc. Hence, the authors reviewed an extensive list of literature on user in-
‘ formation satisfaction, end-user computing satisfaction, and traditional cus-
tomer satisfaction to obtain 36 items for an initial item pool for CIS scale, 
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with 5 more items generated from surveys and interviews. After rigorous 
statistical validation procedures (e.g. exploratory factor analysis), 7 dimen-
sions with 21 items of CIS are identified. The dimensions are: ease of use, 
information content, innovation, security, customer support, digi-
tal product/services, and transaction and payment. The comparison 
of the dimensions between UIS, EUCS, and CIS are given in the following 
table 5.1. 
UIS EUCS CIS 一 
Knowledge and Involvement 
EDP Staff and S e r v i c e ~ 
Ease of Use Ease of Use 
Information Product Format 






Transaction and Payment 
Table 5.1: Comparison of Underlying Dimensions Between UIS, EUCS, and 
CIS 
Based on the definition of customer satisfaction by Kotler [41], McKinney 
et al. [45] proposed that web customer satisfaction is formed at the informa-
tion search stage and attempted to identify the construct for this defined web 
customer satisfaction. In the study, the authors synthesized the instrument 
from the perspectives suggested by Spreng et al. [63]. Hence, the construct is 
»» 
broken up into two major dimensions: Information quality (IQ) and System 
quality (SQ). The authors quoted from various literature [66，33] that as-
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pects with product information (related to IQ) and web site designs (related 
to SQ) are both important determinants in offering customer satisfaction. 
In online shopping, the experience of using a Web site during the informa-
tion search phase could then be affected by IQ and SQ. Web site has long 
been assumed a critical role for information delivery and that the quality 
of information is considered critical too. And as it is feasible to separate 
content from the content delivery system in web site, the authors suggested 
the approach to model information and system aspects separately for web 
customer satisfaction. In the study, six factors for information quality and 
system quality are identified respectively. They are understandabil i ty, re-
liability, usefulness, relevance, adequacy and scope in the information 
quality aspects; access, usability, navigation, entertainment, hyper-
links, and interactivity in the system quality domain. Lee et al. [42] has 
developed a methodology called AIM quality that provided a pragmatic ba-
sis for IQ assessments and benchmarks. The authors performed a review of 
literature and grouped the IQ dimensions into four IQ categories: intrinsic 
IQ, contextual IQ, representational IQ, and accessibility IQ. Intrinsic IQ im-
plies that information has quality in its own right. Contextual IQ highlights 
the requirement that IQ must be considered within the context of the task 
at hand; it must be relevant, timely, complete, and appropriate in terms of 
amount, so as to add values. Representational and accessibility IQ empha-
size the importance of computer systems that store and provide access to 
information; i.e. the system must present information in such a way that it 
«i 
is interpretable, easy to understand, easy to manipulate, and is represented 
concisely and consistently; also the system must be accessible but secure. The 
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model developed is of four quadrants, depending on whether information is 
considered to be a product or service, and on whether the improvements can 
be assessed against a formal specification or customer expectation. When it 
is assessed so as to meet or exceed consumer expectation, it can be classi-
fied into useful information or usable information, if information serves as a 
product or service respectively. As useful information, the IQ dimensions are 
appropriate amount, relevancy, under standability，interpret ability 
and objectivity. If it is classified as usable information, the IQ dimensions 
are believability, accessibility, ease of operation, and reputation. 
In a study published in Management Science, Keeney [38] proposed to 
evaluate the success of Internet Commerce from customer perspectives. He 
proposed to model the problem as a "value focused thinking" process and he 
interviewed over one hundred individuals about their values in using Internet 
Commerce that they experienced or envisioned. Keeney [38] characterized 
the "value proposition" concept as the benefits and costs of what the Internet 
offers customers as compared to currently available traditional means. There 
are four terminologies defined by Keeney [38] in relation to this "value propo-
sition approach". The decision context presents the alternatives appropriate 
for a given decision situation; values are the principles used for evaluating 
the desirability of possible alternatives, fundamental objectives are the ends 
objectives and means objectives are the methods to achieve the ends. 
Keeney [38] used the concepts of value focused thinking in three steps. 
First, a list of customer values is developed through personal interviews. 
fi 
In the second step, the values identified in the first step are converted into 
objectives. An objective is defined as something one wants to strive towards 
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and is composed of three features, decision context, an object and a direction 
of preference. At the third stage, values were organized so as to indicate 
their relationships. Similar objectives are classified into categories. As a 
consequence, the 91 objectives identified are grouped into 25 categories. Out 
of these 25 objectives, 9 constructs is classified under fundamental objective 
-one of the fundamental reasons for purchasing on the Internet or not (i.e. 
objective customer considers as important for Internet Commerce). The 
other 16 constructs are under means objective, which helps to achieve one of 
more of the other objectives (i.e. objective that influence online purchase). 
The relationships among the fundamental and means objectives are presented 
in a means-ends network. 
It employed value proposition that is operationalized through the value-
focused thinking approach. Based on the interview of over one-hundred indi-
viduals about the pros and cons of using Internet commerce, a result of twenty 
five objectives that were influenced by Internet purchases were obtained. The 
objectives were separated into means and fundamental objectives. Funda-
mental objectives make explicit the values that one cares about and define 
the consequences of concern. On the other hand, means objectives are the 
methods to achieve the ends. The ultimate fundamental question, i.e. overall 
objective is considered as to maximize customer satisfaction. 
Based on the work of Keeney [38], Torkzadeh and Dhillon [69] did a study 
and gathered data to develop measures of constructs suggested by Keeney in 
his study. The instrument is 5-factor, 21-item that measures means objectives 
» 
in terms of Internet product choice, online payment, Internet vendor trust, 
shopping travel, and Internet shipping errors; 4-factor, 16-item that measures 
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fundamental objectives in terms of Internet shopping convenience, Internet 
ecology, Internet customer relation, and Internet product value. The instru-





6.1 Methodological Approach 
In our study, we attempt to understand what customers value most in using 
Infomediary. We are going to develop an instrument of measuring factors that 
influence the success of Infomediary. And there are three possible contexts 
for measurement development. In situations where there is a strong the-
ory, items of contract are generated using established theory base. In other 
cases where there is a weak theory, it is prudent to augment theory with 
practice and use a combination of theory and practice for item generation. 
Where there is no theory, researchers can rely on experienced professionals 
for item generation. Since there is no widely accepted definition of Infomedi-
ary satisfaction construct, we generated a list of items based on Keeney [38 . 
Keeney [38] provided us a structured foundation to evaluate the success of 
‘ Internet commerce. However, the values proposed in Keeney [38] may not be 
specific enough for evaluating Infomediary. Infomediary provides a platform 
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for both the large and rapidly growing consumer base and supplier base to 
meet and match their needs. It helps to facilitate the consummation of trans-
action. Hence, Infomediary acts as mediator of information and transaction, 
with its function rests primarily on solving the information aspect problem. 
In order to develop an instrument for evaluating the success factors of In-
fomediary, we would adopt the "value proposition approach" suggested by 
Keeney [38] as the building block for instrument in our research. And then 
we try to hypothesize a more comprehensive list of factors a priori, on top of 
the means objectives and fundamental objectives identified in Keeney [38], 
by addition of dimensions identified through the review of other related MIS 
literature. We then intentionally write items to tap each dimension. After 
the list of values are generated, we build a network to shows the organiza-
tion of the customer values in using Infomediary aspect. Then we would 
like to validate list of items identified. We perform psychometric analysis to 
purify, test and validate a set of items for the recommended instrument for 
Infomediary. 
6.2 Construct Definition and Item Pool Gen-
eration 
6.2.1 Customer Values on Infomediary 
First, our understanding of the value of Infomediary was based on the con-
m 
cept of "value propositions". We characterize the value proposition as ben-
efits and costs of what the Infomediary offers to the customer. According 
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to Torkzadeh and Dhillon [69], in value-focused thinking, we need to con-
sider three classes of definition: decision context, values^ and fundamental 
objectives. The decision context presents alternatives appropriate for a given 
decision situation and is specified by the range of activities being contem-
plated. Values are principles used for evaluating the desirability of possible 
alternatives in a specific decision situation. Values come into play prior to 
a given "decision problem". We would like to define the decision context is 
"whether or not to use Infomediary before making a purchase of product 
or service"，while values are the principles used for evaluating the desirabil-
ity of using Infomediary. Also, in assessing the value of Infomediary to the 
customer, the ultimate fundamental question is "maximize customer satisfac-
tion" .Fundamental objectives make explicit the values that one cares about 
and define the consequences of concern. On the other hand means objectives 
are the methods to achieve the ends. In this case, means objectives influence 
the people usage of Infomediary while fundamental objectives are perceived 
by user to be important for Infomediary. Thus, the measurement of success 
factors of Infomediary relies heavily on the functions of Infomediary from the 
point of view of users. 
6.2.2 Means Objectives and Fundamental Objectives 
In e-commerce, Infomediary functions not only as third party provider of 
unbiased information but also a business matchmaker. Infomediary is e-
commerce company leveraging the Internet to unite buyers and suppliers in 
a single, efficient virtual marketspace to facilitate the consummation of a 
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transaction [27]. So, the means and fundamental objectives described by 
Keeney [38] are also applicable to Infomediary, as customer use Infomediary 
as a tool, to help them in deciding whether to make an Internet purchase. 
Though the importance of the objectives may change in this case, we still 
include them into our lists so as not to miss out any objectives customers 
may take into consideration. 
Infomediaries are in the information business. They are competing on 
their ability to capture and manipulate information in a manner that adds 
value for their clients. Hence, in some sense, Infomediary acts as an inter-
mediary between those who want the information and those who supply it. 
Infomediary helps customers on the information gathering process, where 
customers search for information regarding their intended purchases. These 
functions of Infomediary make the four "information" aspects - In fo rmat ion 
source, Information quality, Information Product and Information 
Timeliness, to be crucial factors in evaluating the success of Infomediary. 
Information Quality On the Information quality aspect, the infor-
mation must be accurate and valid so as to help user to make decision 
32，24, 2, 42, 72]. User must find the information to be reliable [31, 2 
and consistent, i.e. the information must be dependable. [45, 31] Users 
receive Web information with certain degree of skepticism and are very du-
bious about the credibility of the information. On the contextual aspect of 
information quality, which means information quality (IQ) must be consid-
‘ ered within the context of the task at hand [42]. The information should 
be relevant [32, 2, 45, 42]. Information should be informative and valu-
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able in the sense that the information will enhance their purchasing deci-
sion. As mentioned in McKinney et al. [45], usefulness is one of the 
components in Information Quality for web customer satisfaction. Due to 
the importance of this criterion, it is chosen as the first means objective 
"Maximize product/ service information quality.“ 
Information Source Moving to the Information Source aspect, cus-
tomer expects that the Infomediary is a comprehensive information source 
and can compare product offerings from as many suppliers as possible. Be-
sides, the variety of products or service should be great. Hence, customers 
concerns about the "scope" covered by the Infomediary. The extent of in-
formation, range of information and level of detail provided by Infomediary 
are crucial. The adequacy of information is also important [45]. Infor-
mation supplied by Infomediary should be sufficient, complete [32, 2] and 
includes all necessary topics for the customers. This point is not mentioned 
in Keeney [38]. Hence, we add "Maximize information source" as the second 
means objective into the instrument. 
Information Product The presentation format is an attribute that is 
stressed in literatures of UIS, EUCS. Data should be properly organized 
and in a useful format for the users to interpret data at ease [31, 24 . 
Infomediary, serves a function to aggregate product or service from different 
countries or regions of the world. However, there is the problem of repre-
. sentational differences. It needs to address the issues on representation -
how to represent product/service; composition - what are the components 
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for the product/ service; and recognition - what is the product it is really 
referring to. Based on the instrument developed by McKinney et al. [45], the 
information must also be clear in meaning, ease to read and understand. It is 
also mentioned in Siegel et al. [77]. In short, the understandability is very 
important. These components are then appended into the means objective 
"Maximize Information Product" in Keeney [38 . 
Information Timeliness The timeliness of Information is also another 
important information aspect in UIS, EUCS, EUISS, CIS [32, 24, 2, 72]. The 
changes in price among multiple suppliers should be most update. This 
is classified into the fourth means objective "Maximize product information 
timeliness”. 
Comparison Shopping Infomediary creates and adds value for the cus-
tomer during several critical phases, from the initial search, supplier, and 
product comparison to actual transaction and ultimate product or service 
delivery [27]. Hence, supplier and product comparison is one of the at-
tributes customers value when using Infomediary. 
Ease of use All of the above are related to the information aspects of the 
Infomediary. Besides these constructs, system quality is also important since 
it would affect customer's preference to use Infomediary. Customers dissatis-
fied with the system performance of the Infomediary are likely to leave even 
if the information suggested by the Infomediary is of high quality. System 
I* 
quality pertaining to customer satisfaction also has practical implications for 
the design of Infomediary. So, on the system aspect, the Infomediary us-
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ability is important in the sense that customers always expect Infomediary 
is easy to use, with a simple layout and has a clear design. This dimension 
has been emphasized in EUS, CIS [24, 72, 45]. This construct is already 
included in Keeney [38] as the means objective "Maximize ease of use". 
System responsiveness Besides, user often expect system to be respon-
sive enough so he does not have to spend time waiting for the information to 
be retrieved. It is quoted as an attribute of system quality in [2]. However, 
system responsiveness is often implemented at the price of compromising 
information timeliness, i.e. to achieve fast response to user request, In-
fomediary may cache extracted data in their systems, resulting in outdated 
information. Even if there is a daily update of the cache, it is not sufficient 
to avoid compromises on data timeliness because online prices change fre-
quently. Due to its importance, it is included as one of the means objectives 
"Enhance system responsiveness". 
Personalization and Interactivity Besides, customer searching for prod-
ucts and services would also probably like to have great access to infor-
mation so as to facilitate their information gathering process. They ex-
pect easier search capabilities and hence, the Infomediary should be able 
to assist him to choose a product or service that suits his needs. In or-
der to facilitate the information gathering process, and at the same time, 
to ensure the search results meet the customer need, the query generation 
should clearly customize customer preference. And customers concern about 
the personal design of the Infomediary, for example, the shopping cart fea-
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ture. As quoted in McKinney et al. [45], interactivity is one of the key con-
structs for web customer satisfaction. This brings in a new means objective 
"Enhance Personalization and Interactivity". 
Navigation The next add-in means objective is "Navigation". It is. a cru-
cial component in system quality. As we have explained before that Infome-
diary assists customers in the information gathering process, it is essential 
that Infomediary is easy to navigate. Customers expect that it should be 
easy to go back and forth between pages and only with a few clicks they can 
locate their desired information [45 . 
The above factors are taken into consideration for evaluating the success 
of Infomediary. A total of 29 objectives are identified after addition to and 
reclassification of objectives in Keeney [38]. 20 of them are means objectives 
while 9 are fundamental objectives. A total of 138 items were then produced 
to measure the success factors of Infomediary. There were 96 questions in 
the means objectives category measuring 20 constructs while 42 questions in 
the fundamental objectives measuring 9 constructs. The list of means and 
fundamental objectives is depicted in appendix A.l. 
6.3 Relationships between Customer Values 
Once the above objectives are categorized, it is useful to relate categories 
by means-ends relationships. We adopt the approach by Keeney [38]. We 
, try to build a means-ends network to indicate the main means-ends relation-
ships among the general objectives. In Fig. A.l, on the right is the set of 
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fundamental objectives. The overall objective is to maximize customer sat-
isfaction. Its component fundamental objectives collectively can be used to 
describe the complete value proposition of an Infomediary usage. The set of 
means objectives on the left indicates numerous categories in which changes 
could be made to alter the resulting value proposition. 
6.4 Survey Instrument 
The purpose of the survey was described as "To evaluate the value of info 
mediaries for electronic shopping based upon customer perceptions." Info-
mediary was defined as "the system delegated to monitor the Web sites of 
the information providers or electronic stores and search for the most rele-
vant information or the best products based on the customer's requirement. 
For example, My Simon, BizRate, and Yahoo Shopping are infomediaries for 
general products, such as books, computers, electronic devices, clothing, and 
so on. Expedia, Priceline, and Travelocity are infomediaries for flight tickets, 
hotels and rental cars. After receiving the queries from customers, the system 
identifies all the relevant products or services based on the customer's require-
ments and the information it has aggregated from the potential vendors. The 
Infomediary present the resulted items in the order of price, vendors' reputa-
tion, the relevance of the items to customers' requirements, or weighted sum 
of several criteria." • 
fi 
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6.4.1 Task File 
In order to make sure respondents have the experience of using Infomediary, 
respondents have to finish one or more of three tasks which let them expe-
rience how the use of Infomediaries (e.g. Travelocity, Expedia, and Yahoo 
shopping) may help them to identify the best products that fit their needs. 
The tasks appear in the appendix D. 
6.4.2 Questionnaire: Demographic Variables and Mea-
sures 
The item generation process discussed before resulted in 138 items to measure 
the factors that influence Infomedairy success. The questionnaire was split 
into two parts. The first part are the 96 items relate to issues that influence 
respondent decision to use infomediaries for electronic shopping (i.e. means 
objectives). The second part consists of 42 items that relate to respondent 
objectives when using infomediaries (i.e. fundamental objectives). Items 
were not sorted and sub-headings were not used. A five-point Likert-type 
scale was used, where 1= not at all; 2 = a little; 3 = moderately; 4 — much; 
and 5 = a great deal, for questions related to means objectives; while 1 = 
strongly disagree; 2 = disagree; 3 = neutral; 4 二 agree; and 5 = strongly 
agree, for response about fundamental objectives. The instructions asked 
respondents to think about their engagement with Infomediary and circle 
the response that best described their belief. Respondents were also asked to 
‘ answer demographic questions about gender, age, level of use and reason of 
use and their amount of spending on internet shopping, etc. The composite 
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self-administered questionnaire appears in the appendix D. A match between 
the means fundamental objectives and the item number in the survey is also 
included in the Fig. A.2. 
6.4.3 Sample Description and Survey Administration 
Survey Administration The survey was administered to graduate and 
undergraduate students in the Chinese University of Hong Kong, the Uni-
versity of Arizona, the Texas A and M University - College Station and also 
to professional in various fields. The same version of the questionnaire was 
used in both Hong Kong and the US since the program was in English and 
respondents felt comfortable responding to English version. Participation 
with the study was voluntary and respondents were given sufficient time to 
assess their responses. The completed questionnaires were either collected 
in person, or emailed or mailed in by the respondents later. A few filled 
questionnaires were discarded because of incomplete responses. 
Sample characteristics A sample of 98 usable responses was obtained 
representing 36 males (36.7%) and 62 females (63.3%) from the US (22.4%) 
and Hong Kong (77.6%). Respondents fall into the following age distribution: 
less than 20 (5.1%), 20-29(82.7%), 30-39(10.2%), and greater than 40 (2.0%). 
59.2% of the respondents shops online 0-1 times per month, 31.6% of them 
does it 1-5 times per month, while 4% shops online over 5 times per month. 
Respondents spend on average HKD$2’649 in a year (standard deviation 
‘ HKD$8607). Before they make their purchase, 41.8% of them visits 1—5 
electronic stores while 15.3% of them visits over 5 stores. 36.7% of the 
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respondents uses infomediaries 1-5 times per month to assist their online 
shopping while 0.03% uses over infomediaries over 5 times per month. 
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Chapter 7 
Data Analysis and Results 
7.1 DATA ANALYSIS APPROACH 
In our study, we are going to develop a measurement model to measure the 
factors that influence Infomediary success. The purpose of a measurement 
model is to describe how well the observed indicators serve as a measurement 
instrument for the latent variables (P. 15) [35]. In our case, the latent variable 
is success of Infomediary. The data were analyzed with several objectives in 
mind: purification, unidimensionality, reliability, brevity, and simplicity of 
factor structure. Reliability is the extent to which an experiment, test, or 
any measuring procedure yields the same results on repeated trials. 
7.1.1 Purification 
First, we need to purify the items before factor analysis. Churchill [20] de-
“ scribes the need to purify before factor analysis on the data, i.e. to eliminate 
"garbage items"，in the hope of determining the number of dimensions un-
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derlying the construct. The rationale behind is that when factor analysis is 
conducted before purification, the "garbage items" produce more dimensions 
than can be conceptually identified, thus, confounding the interpretation of 
the factor analysis. 
Accordingly, for purification, the first step is to calculate the item-to-
total correlations and coefficient alpha, which are used to delete garbage 
items [20, 22]. So, two independent criteria were used to eliminate items. 
First, items were eliminated if their corrected item-total correlation (the 
correlation of each item with the sum of the other items in its category) 
were less than 0.50. The support for this procedure is the domain-sampling 
model. The key assumption in this model is that all items, if they belong 
to the domain of the concept, have an equal amount of common core. If 
all the items in a measure are drawn from the domain of a single construct, 
responses to those items should be highly intercorrelated. The corrected-
item-total correlation provides a measure of this [20 . 
The second step for item elimination is using internal consistency relia-
bility. Internal consistency is the extent to which tests or procedures assess 
the same characteristic or quality. In our study, we analyze the internal con-
sistency of the survey items dealing with the success factor of Infomediary in 
order to reveal the extent to which items on the questionnaire focus on the 
motion of value of Infomediary to customer. Hence, the reliability of items 
comprising each dimension was examined using Cronbach's alpha to see if 
additional items could be eliminated without substantially lowering reliabil-
n. 
ity. This criterion for item purification has been used in other management 
information systems (MIS) studies [70]. In our study, items were eliminated 
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if the reliability of the remaining items was at least 0.90. Where deleting 
either of two items that would have the same impact on Cronbach's alpha, 
the item with the higher correlated item-total correlation was retained. 
7.1.2 Identification of Factor Structure 
Types of Factor Analysis 
After the above deletions, an exploratory factor analysis of the remain-
ing items in each category was conducted to determine the factor structure 
of the entire set of items, and at the same time to assess the unidimensional-
ity of the retained items for each group. There are two main kinds of factor 
analysis: Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) and Exploratory Factor Anal-
ysis (EFA). Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) is a kind of theory testing 
approach. It is based on strong theoretical or, empirical foundation. While 
the purpose of Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) is to identify the factor 
structure or model for a set of variables, i.e. how many factors exist and 
pattern of factor loadings. It also determines whether the factors are corre-
lated or uncorrelated. The variables are free to load on all factors. It is a 
kind of theory generating method. Contrary to CFA, EFA is employed when 
only heuristic or weak literature exists. Hence, in our case, we choose to use 
EFA for the factor analysis. This method helps to identify factorially pure 
items that would facilitate the testing of more specific hypotheses [74], and 
to identify the components that make up the total measure [15 . 
m 
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Principal Component Analysis and Factor Analysis 
One of our aims in the instrument development process is brevity. We need 
to determine if there are a small number of underlying constructs which 
might account for the main sources of variation in our complex set of corre-
lations (correlation between the large set of items). In our scale development, 
we assembled a number of items designed to measure some constructs (our 
methodology) i.e. to determine empirically how many dimensions (underly-
ing constructs) account for most of the variance on an instrument (scale). The 
original variables in this case are the items on the scale. Hence we need some 
kinds of variables reduction scheme. If with adequate sample size an empiri-
cal approach is preferable. Two basic approaches are (1) principal component 
analysis and (2) factor analysis. In both approaches, a linear combination of 
the original variables are derived, and often a small number of these account 
for most of the variation or the pattern of correlation [64]. In factor analysis, 
mathematical model is set up, factor can only be estimated. Factor analysis 
tries to match the reconstructed correlations to the observed sample correla-
tions. While component analysis is to transform the original variable into a 
new set of linear combination (the principal component), which account for 
as much as possible of the total variance [64’ 7]. Stevens [64] quoted various 
literature view on the differences that will emerge if principal component 
is used in instead of factor analysis. It gives a concluding comments from 
the literature that when the number of variables is moderately large (say 
around 30)，and the analysis contains virtually no variables expected to have 
low communalities (e.g. 0.4), then practically any of the factor procedures 
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will lead to the same interpretation. The communality of a variable is the 
amount of variance on a variable accounted for by the set of factors. As both 
methods often yield similar results and since principal component analysis is 
a psychometrically sound procedure [64], we choose to examine the sample 
using the Principal Component Analysis as the extraction technique. The 
component analysis is on the covariance matrix. 
Nature of Principal Component Analysis Principal Component Anal-
ysis is one form of EFA. The principle of Principal Component Analysis 
(PCA) is to find a linear combination of the variables which accounts for 
the maximum account of variance. For the first principal component, its 
variance is equal to the largest eigenvalue of the sample covariance matrix. 
The the procedure finds a second linear combination of, uncorrelated with 
the first component, such that it accounts for the next largest amount of 
variance (after the variance to the first component has been removed). Thus 
through the use of PCA, a set of correlated variables is transformed into a 
set of uncorrelated variables. [64 
Bartlett 's sphericity test Bartlett's test of sphericity [21] tests the null 
hypothesis that, the variables in the population correlation matrix are uncor-
related. If one fails to reject with this test, then there is no reason to do the 
factor analysis since the variables are already uncorrelated. So, before iden-
tifying the factor structure of the construct using factor analysis, we try to 
_ find out the chi-square of and significance level using Bartlett 's sphericity 
test, so as to determine whether the intercorrelation matrix contains enough 
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common variance to make factor analysis worth pursuing. 
Cr i ter ia for deciding on how many components to re ta in As cited in 
64]，the most widely used criteria for deciding on how many components to 
retain is to retain only those components whose eigenvalues are greater than 
1- This the rule proposed by Kaiser [36]. Stevens [64] quoted from studies 
in other literature that when number of variables is smaller than 30 and the 
communalities are greater than 0.7 or when number of respondents is greater 
than 250 and mean communality is greater than 0.6, this criterion is more 
accurate. The other criterion is scree plot [16]. It is a plot of magnitude 
of eigenvalue against ordinal number. Generally, the successive eigenvalue 
drops off sharply and then level off. The recommendation is to retain all 
eigenvalues in the sharp descent before the first one the line where they start 
to level off. When the sample size is greater than 200, scree plot is a good 
evaluation technique. 
Since in our study, there are a total of 29 objectives and we have around 
100 responses, we propose to use the first criteria - Kaiser rule, as the criterion 
if the communalities are greater than 0.7. 
Factor Rotation - increase interpretability of factor There are two 
major classes of rotations available: orthogonal rotations, where the new fac-
tors are still uncorrelated, or oblique rotations, the new factors will be cor-
related. The decision for using which rotation is purely theoretically based 
” -orthogonal rotation methods are based on the theoretical conceptualiza-
tion of factors not being correlated, whereas oblique rotations allow factors 
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to correlate. There are two types of orthogonal rotations. The Quartimax 
method - each variable loads only on one factor. However, it causes the 
problem that most of the variables tend to load on a single factor. The other 
is Varimax method [36]- each variable loads high on a smaller number of 
variables and low or very low on the other variables. It makes interpreta-
tion easier. However, the Varimax rotation destroys the maximum variance 
property. The first rotated factor will no longer necessarily account for the 
maximum amount of variance. Even though it is true, it is important to in-
terpret the factors [64]. Penhazur and Schmekin [52] suggest to rotate both 
orthogonally and obliquely. When, on the basis of the latter, it is concluded 
that the correlations among the factors are negligible, the interpretation of 
the simpler orthogonal solution becomes tenable. In our study, we will em-
ploy the Varimax method as the orthogonal rotation, the most widely used 
method. In order to support its validity, we will test whether the correlations 
between factors are negligible. 
Factor loading Factor loading is the component-variable correlation. It 
is simply the Pearson correlation between the variable and the factor (lin-
ear combination of the variables). It empirically clusters the variable. The 
loading which is going to be used to interpret a factor should be statistically 
significant at a minimum. To be significant means either the sample size is 
large (e.g. N=500 for 20 variables) or it passes the significant test. As sug-
gested by Stevens [64], the rule for interpreting factors using factor loadings 
- should take sample size into account. For a sample size of 100’ the critical 
value of the correlation coefficient is 0.512. From the Monte Carlo study by 
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Guadagnoli and Velicer [28], components with four or more loadings above 
0.6 in absolute value are reliable, regardless of sample size. 
The use of imprecise and ambiguous terms to label factors was avoided. 
The items in each category were assumed to be measures of the same con-
struct [3]. If the factor analysis revealed more than one factor, we had to 
determine whether to eliminate the additional factors or conclude that the 
construct was more complex than originally accepted. Items that were not 
factorially pure (loading on more than one factor at 0.30 or above) were also 
eliminated. 
7.1.3 Construct validity 
Construct validity seeks agreement between a theoretical concept and a spe-
cific measuring device or procedure. It can be broken down into two sub-
categories: convergent validity and discriminant validity. Convergent va-
lidity is the actual general agreement among ratings, gathered independently 
of one another, where measures should be theoretically related. Discrimi-
nant validity is the lack of relationship among measures which theoretically 
should not be related. In this study, correlation matrix for each instrument 
was analyzed for convergent and discriminant validity [24]. This ap-
proach to convergent validity tests if the correlations between measures of 
the same theoretical construct are different than zero and large enough to 
warrant further investigation. Discriminant validity is tested for each item 
by counting the number of times it correlates more highly with item of an-
other factor than with items of its own theoretical variable. For discriminant 
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validity, Campbell and Fiske [14] suggest that the count should be less than 
one-half of the potential comparisons. 
After the above reliability and validity testing of the instrument, we can 
build a path model which shows the hypothesized or actual relationships 
among observed variables and the factors they are designed to measure. 
7.2 RESEARCH FINDINGS 
7.2.1 Descriptive statistics 
Of the 96 items related to means objectives, 92 items reported a mean over 
3，with only 4 items have a mean under but close to 3 (ranges from 2.87-
2.96). All of the 42 items measuring fundamental objectives have means over 
3. The mean, minimum, maximum and standard deviation of 138 items are 
shown in Table C.l. 
Geographical impact Before we develop the instrument, we do an analy-
sis to determine if there are significant differences between the responses from 
Hong Kong respondents (Group 1) and those from United States respondents 
(Group 2). We compared the means of 138 items between the Hong Kong 
group and the United States group. We attempted to find out if there is 
opposite trend between the means of two groups, i.e. for the same item, 
whether one group has mean below 3 while another has mean over 3. "3" is 
the mid-point of the scale which represents "moderately" and "neutral" for 
responses about means and fundamental objectives respectively. All of the 
items, (except Q53, Q94, Q96 and Q119) have means lied on the same side of 
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the scale for both groups. For these 4 exceptions, the means cluster around 
the mid-point, with differences between two groups within 0.5. We further 
computed the 90% confidence intervals of the mean difference for each of the 
138 items. The intervals lie between -1.186 and 1.195. Hence, the results 
suggested that the geographical difference has no significant impact to the 
instrument. The group statistics and the 90% confidence interval of the dif-
ference are shown in Table C.2 and C.3 respectively. We then proceed to 
the instrument development process. 
7.2.2 Purification- Means Objectives 
The item purification procedure, described above, allowed us to eliminate 35 
out of the 96 items for the means objectives category because they have cor-
rected item-total correlation below 0.5. Reliability analysis resulted in elim-
ination of 3 more items. The elimination of these items individually causes 
an increase in Cronbach's alpha with the remaining items in that dimension. 
In the item-deletion procedures, all items in the constructs product informa-
tion, system security and personal transaction support are eliminated. This 
resulted in the removal of these 3 dimensions. The list of items that are elim-
inated is depicted in Table 7.1. The 58 remaining items on 17 dimensions 
are further analyzed for the factor structure. 
7.2.3 Factor Structure Identification- Means Objectives 
. Next, we proceeded with the dimensionality of the remaining constructs. An 
exploratory factor analysis was conducted for the remaining 58 items using 
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Item number Corrected Item-total correlation Item number Corrected Item-total correlation 
15 0.4004 I 16 I 0.3870 
17 “ 0.2732 ~ 3 3 ~ 0.4739 ‘ 
12 — 0.3136 " l 3 0.2760 
14 — 0.3250 24 — 0.3464 
25 — 0.3935 0.3936 
27 - 0.3774 " 2 8 ~ 0.3327 
"48 0.3705 —— 49 0.2582 
9 “ 0-3092 " T o ~ 0.4039 ‘ 
J l 0-3659 ~ ~ 38 0.4333 
0.2911 一 0.4893 一 
40 一 0.4327 " n ~ 0.1593 ‘ 
J 2 0.3721 5 0.4783 
"32 0.3408 一 6 -0.0513 
7 — 0.3224 ~ 8 ~ ~ 0.2336 
87 一 0.4391 ^ 0.4444 
"92 0.4741 一 93 0.4853 
_?4 0.0396 ~ ~ 95 0.3591 
96 0.1205 
Item number Alpha if item deleted Original alpha ‘ 
63 0.8571 0.8510 
70 一 0.8709 — 0.8673 
73 0.9132 0.8937 
Table 7.1: List of eliminated items in Means Objectives 
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Varimax as the rotation method. Bartlett's test of sphericity was 4594.022 
{p < 0.0001). This suggests intercorrelation matrix contains enough variance 
to make factor analysis worth pursuing. Since the vast majority of the com-
munalities are greater than 0.7 (only communalities of 6 items lies between 
0.602 to 0.674), we use the Kaiser rule as the criterion for deciding the num-
ber of components to retain in the principal component analysis. Under this 
rule, 14 components are retained which explained 75.875% of the variance. 
21 items with loadings larger than 0.30 on more than one factor, i.e. impure 
items, are deleted. After the impure items are deleted, the remaining items 
have strong factor loadings (i.e. larger than 0.512). The results suggested a 
11-factor model with 37 items. 7 out of 11 factors are eliminated since the 
Hotelling test is not significant for these 7 sub-scales. After these elimina-
tions, a 4-factor model consists of 21 items resulted. Using this data set, 
the corrected item-total correlation and Cronbach's alpha were calculated. 
The range for corrected item-total correlation was 0.6801 to 0.8467 for on-
line payment, 0.5984 to 0.8345 for navigation design, 0.7212 to 0.7713 for 
information relevance^ and 0.6490 to 0.8363 for product choice. Reliability 
statistics were 0.9273, 0.9146, 0.8640, and 0.8709 for online payment, naviga-
tion design, information relevance and product choice respectively. Overall 
reliability for the 21-item scale was 0.8600. The Hotelling test was significant 
for all 4 subscales {p < 0.0175) with F-values ranging from 2.6217 (for nav-
igation design) to 4.7578 (for product choice). Hotelling tests are differences 
among the entire set of dependent variables. Table 7.2 provides details of the 
measures for items under these 4 subscales. The description of the items in 
the emerged instrument is listed in Table 7.3. In order to support the Vari-
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New Original Factor loading Corrected Item A l p h a F - v a l u e 
Item Code Item Code -total Correlation 
Online P a y m e n t 0.9273~3.7782 
OPl 83 0.842 0.8467 
0P2 79 0.834 0.7309 
0 P 3 81 0.833 0.8342 
0P4 76 0.808 0.7206 
OPS 82 0.788 0.8056 ’’ 
0 P 6 77 0.780 0.6801 
0 P 7 ^ 0.763 0.7724 
Navigat ion Design ‘ 0 . 9 1 4 6 2 . 6 2 1 7 
NDl 46 0.863 0.8345 
ND2 45 0.822 0.8047 • 
ND3 47 0.818 0.7929 
ND4 44 0.814 0.7530 
ND5 56 0.773 0.7122 
ND6 43 0.715 0.6856 
ND7 55 0.699 0.6040 
ND8 54 0.5984 
In fo rmat ion Relevance “ 0 . 8 6 4 0 4.2182 
IR l 21 0.820 0.7713 
IR2 22 0.802 0.7375 
IR3 ^ 0.7212 
P r o d u c t Choice “ 0 . 8 7 0 9 4 . 7 5 7 8 
PCI 68 0.877 0.8363 
PC2 69 0.851 0.7814 
PC3 67 0.6490 
Table 7.2: Measures of new Factors for Means Objectives 
max method is tenable, we performed the exploratory analysis using Direct 
Oblimin method - one kind of oblique rotation. The component correlation 
matrix was studied. We found out all of entries in the correlation was close to 
zero, with only 2 exceptions (the correlations are -0.349 and -0.351, which are 
close to 0.32). However, a further study indicated the components given rise 
to these exceptions will be eliminated due to the impurity of items. Hence, 
this supports the use of orthogonal rotation for exploratory factor analysis. 
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Item Code Item description 
Online Payment 
OPl I am concerned about shipping errors. 
0P2 I am concerned about my personal information being shared. 
OPS I worry about being charged inaccurately. 
0P4 I am concerned about misuse of my personal information. 
OPS I am concerned about charging errors. 
0P6 I am concerned about receiving unsolicited materials. 
OPT I am concerned about transaction error. 
Navigation Design 
NDl I feel that the infomediary systems have clear design. 
ND2 I feel that the infomediary systems are well-organized. 
ND3 I feel that the infomediary systems are user-friendly. 
ND4 I feel that the infomediary systems are easy to use. 
ND5 I feel that the infomediaries are easy to navigate. 
ND6 I feel that the infomediaries have simple layout for their content. 
ND7 I feel that it is easy to go back and forth between pages of the infomediary. 
ND8 I feel that the description for each links on infomediaries are clear. 
Information Relevance 
IRl I feel that the information that I get from infomediaries is 
related to the purchase decision. 
IR2 I feel that the information that I get from infomediaries is 
pertinent to the purchase decision. 
IRS I feel that the information that I get from infomediaries is 
relevant to the purchase decision. 
Product Choice 
PCI I like to have greater product choice. 
PC2 I like to have greater product selection. 
PCS I like having maximum range of quality product options. 
Table 7.3: Item description for instrument measuring Means Objectives 
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7.2.4 Construct validity- Means Objectives 
The instrument's correlation matrix was analyzed for convergent and dis-
criminant validity. Table C.4 represents the measure correlation matrix. 
The smallest within variable (factor) correlations are: online payment = 
0.499 navigation design = 0.431, information relevance = 0.647，and product 
choice = 0.586. For a sample of 98, these are significantly (p < 0.01) different 
than zero and large enough to encourage further investigation of discriminant 
validity. Based on the examination of correlation matrix in table C.4 , there 
is no violation of the discriminant validity condition. 
7.2.5 Purification- Fundamental Objectives 
We proceed to the analysis of Fundamental Objectives. Following the same 
item purification procedures allows us to eliminate 8 out of the 42 items 
for the fundamental objectives category because they have corrected item-
total correlation below 0.5. Reliability analysis resulted in elimination of 2 
more items. The elimination of these items individually cause an increase 
in Cronbach's alpha with the remaining items in that dimension. In the 
item-deletion procedures, all items in the construct Maximize privacy are 
eliminated. This resulted in the removal of 1 dimension. The list of items 
that are eliminated is depicted in Table 7.4. The 32 remaining items on 8 
dimensions are further analyzed for the factor structure. 
I* 
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Item number Corrected Item-total correlation 
100 0.4634 
101 — 0.4695 “ 
104 — 0.4951 ~ 
117 — 0.4305 
"TTS 0.4305 — — 
119 — 0.3818 ~ — 
127 0.3941 
0.4038 — 
Item number Alpha if item deleted Original alpha 
-114 0.8774 0.8169 — 
• 129 0.7651 0.7635 — 
Table 7.4: List of eliminated items in Fundamental Objectives 
7.2.6 Factor Structure Identification- Fundamental Ob-
jectives 
Similar as the analysis conducted for means objectives, we continue with the 
dimensionality of the remaining constructs. An exploratory factor analysis 
was conducted for the remaining 32 items using Varimax as the rotation 
method. Bartlett's test of sphericity was 2315.664 (p < 0.0001). This sug-
gests intercorrelation matrix contains enough variance to make factor analysis 
worth pursuing. Since the majority of the communalities are greater than 
0.7 (only communalities of 8 items are less than 0.65 but over 0.55), we use 
the Kaiser rule as the criterion for deciding the number of components to 
retain in the principal component analysis. Under this rule, 8 components 
are retained which explained 74.925% of the variance. 13 items with load-
ings larger than 0.30 on more than one factor, i.e. impure items, are deleted. 
After the impure items are deleted, the remaining items have strong factor 
If 
loadings (i.e. larger than 0.512). The results suggested a 8-factor model 
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with 19 items. 2 out of 8 factors are eliminated since the Hotelling test is not 
significant for these 2 sub-scales. After these eliminations, a 6-factor model 
consisted of 13 items resulted. Using this data set, the corrected item-total 
correlation and Cronbach's alpha were calculated. The range for corrected 
item-total correlation was 0.5395 for shopping enjoyment, 0.6860 to 0.8246 
for transaction time, 0.5569 to 0.7747 for shopping convenience, 0.6196 for 
product value, and 0.7815 for cost Reliability statistics were 0.7002, 0.8752, 
0.8177, 0.7651, and 0.8774 for shopping enjoyment, transaction time, conve-
nience, product value and cost respectively. For the factor searching time, as 
it is a single item construct, no corrected item-total correlation and reliabil-
ity statistics can be computed. Overall reliability for the 13-item scale was 
0.8416. The Hotelling test was significant for 5 subscales {p < 0.0155) with 
F-values ranging from 5.8148 (for transaction time) to 14.9354 (for shopping 
convenience). Hotelling tests are differences among the entire set of depen-
dent variables. Table 7.5 provides details of the measures for items under 
these 6 subscales. Besides, the item descriptions for items in this new in-
strument is listed in Table 7.6. In order to support the Varimax method is 
tenable, we performed the exploratory analysis using Direct Oblimin method 
- o n e of kind of oblique rotation. The component correlation matrix was 
studied. We found out all of entries in the correlation was close to zero, 
with only 2 exceptions (the correlations are 0.390 and -0.412). However, a 
further study indicated the components given rise to these exceptions will 
be eliminated due to the impurity of items. Hence, this bolsters the use of 
orthogonal rotation for exploratory factor analysis. 
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New Original Factor Corrected Item Alpha F-value 
Item Code Item number loading -total Correlation 
Shopping En joymen t 0.700214.5882 
SEl 123 0.884 0.5395 
SE2 m 0.741 0.5395 
Transac t ion T ime 0 . 8 7 5 2 5 . 8 1 4 8 
T T l 108 0.846 0.7733 
TT2 109 0.835 0.8246 “ 
TT3 m 0.707 0.6860 
Shopping Convenience 0.8177 14.9354 
SCI 98 0.887 0.7280 
SC2 97 0.855 0.7747 
SC3 ^ 0.623 0.5569 
P r o d u c t Value 0 . 7 6 5 1 6 . 9 6 3 0 
PV4 131 0.687 0.6196 
PV5 m 0.6196 
a s m 6 . 0 6 7 6 
COl 115 0.832 0.7815 
C02 n e 0.824 0.7815 
Searching T i m e 
ST no 
Table 7.5: Measures of new Factors for Fundamental Objectives 
7.2.7 Construct validity- Fundamental Objectives 
The instrument's correlation matrix was analyzed for convergent and dis-
criminant validity. Table C.5 represents the measure correlation matrix. 
The smallest within variable (factor) correlations are: shopping enjoyment 
=0.540 transaction time = 0.620, shopping convenience = 0.501, product 
value = 0.620 and cost = 0.782. For a sample of 98, these are significantly 
(p < 0.01) different than zero and large enough to encourage further inves-
tigation of discriminant validity. Based on the examination of correlation 
matrix in table C.5, there is no violation of the discriminant validity condi-
tion. 
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New Item Code Item Description 
Shopping Enjoyment 
SEl It is important to minimize regret of shopping. 
SE2 It is important to inspire customer. 
Transaction Time 
TTl It is important to minimize queuing time. 
TT2 It is important to minimize waiting time. 
TT3 It Is important to minimize payment time. 
Shopping Convenience 
SCI It is important to maximize purchasing convenience. 
SC2 It is important to maximize convenience. 
SC3 It is important to minimize time pressure when shopping. 
Product Value 
PVl It is important to get the best product for the buck. 
PV2 It is important to ensure quality of product. 
Cost 
COl It is important to minimize tax cost. 
C02 It is important to minimize shipping cost. 
Searching Time 
STl It is important to minimize time to find product. 
Table 7.6: Item description for instrument measuring Fundamental Objec-
tives 
7.2.8 A Model for Measuring factors that Influence 
Infomediary Success 
In sum, we have developed two instruments to measure the means objectives 
and fundamental objectives, which are critical factors that influence Infome-
diary success. The 4 factor, 21 item model for the means objectives,and the 6 
factor, 13 item model for fundamental objectives, both are emerged from the 
purification process was demonstrated to produce acceptable reliability esti-




Conclusions and Future Work 
8.1 Implications, Limitations and Future Work 
-Collaborative Infomediary 
Implications and Future Research Collaborative Infomediary is impor-
tant for helping users to gain serendipity on top of ubiquitous access through 
World Wide Web. In this paper, we develop a system utilizing collaborative 
feedback on top of the fundamental functionality of user profile and user 
feedback, so that higher F-measure of information retrieval can be achieved. 
The user profiles provide us not only general knowledge of the user pref-
erences, but also a comparison basis for similarity between the users. The 
"non-ratings" proximity measures design helps our system to overcome the 
traditional sparsity problem suffered by most of the memory based collabo-
rative system. Combining the user profiles, user feedback and collaborative 
ft 
feedback produces the best performance. In the future research, we can fur-
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ther extend by migrating the system to the mobile version where users can 
benefits in using the system in PDA or mobile phone. 
Limitations In the experiment we have conducted, around 10 subjects are 
recruited. The subject size may not be large enough. Another experiment 
of larger subject size may be used for evaluation of the system performance. 
Other than the performance measures we have used for the evaluation, we can 
assess the Collaborative Infomediary’s performance from another perspective, 
such as the use of instruments of success factors, in which we can assess the 
user satisfaction on the Collaborative Infomediary. 
8.2 Implications, Limitations and Future Work 
-Infomediary Success Factors 
In measuring success of Infomediary, a critical task is to identify the key 
constructs of success, which is very often linked to satisfaction of the user, 
and to develop a validated instruments to measure them. Hence, this study 
have immediate implications for Infomediary on the Web and for research in 
success of Infomediary. 
Implications Since online shopping becomes a common practice, Infome-
diary has emerged as an assistant for customer online shopping activities. 
Company operating as Infomediary needs to find out how to be successful 
‘ in order to compete in the Internet market. The ultimate question about 
the success of Infomediary depends on how customers perceive its value. 
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Our study makes contribution to Internet Commerce by generating a list of 
items that cover different dimensions to measure the success of Infomedi-
ary - a kind of business model in Internet Commerce. The study employs 
an exploratory approach for the instrument development and follows widely 
accepted methodologies. The rigorous validation procedure brings out a par-
simonious 4-factor, 21-item instrument for measuring means objectives and a 
6-factor, 13-item instrument for measuring fundamental objectives. So, hav-
ing access to reliable and scientifically tested metrics, the practitioners would 
be able to examine the structure and dimensionality of Infomediary success. 
Our proposed metrics can assist Infomediary company in this regard and help 
them to develop an effective design for the Infomediary. Besides, the vali-
dated measures could pave the way for researcher to investigate the success 
of Infomediary through formulation of means and fundamental objectives of 
customer using the Infomediary. 
Limitations and Future Research The findings of this study discovered 
multidimensional measures of success factors that influence Infomediary users 
that are intuitively appealing and psychometrically reliable and valid. How-
ever, the sample size in use for instrument development may not be large 
enough. Other samples of larger size should be used for the validation of the 
instrument. Confirmatory analysis is also required for greater generalization 
of the novel instrument. Research to examine the second-order nature of 
these factors is also appropriate. It is plausible to expect a second order 
‘ model for the proposed constructs. Our study suggests the four components 
for "means objectives" and the six components for the "fundamental con-
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« 
structs" constructs. Through further research employing confirmatory factor 
analysis can provide clearer picture of these concepts. 
8.3 Conclusions 
This thesis presents a Collaborative Infomediary which helped investors to 
search for relevant Chinese financial news online and its collaborative com-
ponents is shown to have improvement over existing system in relevant news 
retrieval. On top of that, this thesis also reports the development of two 
instruments for measuring "means and fundamental objectives" for Infome-
diary. These instruments are reliable and can be used with confidence by 
academics and practitioners, and most importantly, should stimulate new 
research that has practical implications for how Infomediary are designed, 
developed and implemented. 
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Means Objectives & 
Fundamental Objectives 
A. l List of Means Objectives Sz Fundamental 
Objectives 
Means Objectives 
1. Maximize product/service information quality 
• Maximize accuracy of information (re-classify) 
• Maximize the validity of information 
• Maximize the relevancy of information 
• Maximize the credibility of information 
2. Maximize information source 
• Maximize the comprehensiveness of information source 
3. Maximize information product 
• Maximize information about promotion 
• Maximize the information about product / service 
• Maximize available product information 
• Maximize the ease to identify the product refer to by Infomediary 
•• 
• Provide good textual representation of factual data 
• Provide clear description of product / Information 
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• Include all main information about product 
4. Maximize product information timeliness 
• Keep track of prices changes among multiple suppliers 
• Ensure the product information timeliness 
5. Enhance comparison shopping ‘ 
• Maximize products for comparison 
• Provide comparison shopping 
• Maximize ease of comparison shopping 
• Maximize speed of comparison shopping 
6. Maximize ease of use 
• Maximize ease of user interface 
• Make access easy 
• Make search process easy 
• Simplify finding desired product 
• Maximize ease of purchase 
7. Enhance personalization and interactivity 
• Have many search possibilities (re-classify) 
• Facilitate information gathering (re-classify) 
• Generate query for customer preference customization 
• Get more focused profile of what is of interest to you (re-classify) 
8. Enhance system responsiveness 
• Maximize transaction speed 
• Minimize response time of system 
9. Make better purchase choices 
• Minimize likelihood of disappointment 
‘ • Maximize confidence 
10. Maximize product variety and availability 
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• Increase variety of products 
• Maximize product selection 
• Have broad choice of products 
• Maximize range of quality options 
11. Minimize personal travel .. 
• Minimize travel distance 
• Minimize driving effort 
12. Minimize misuse of credit card 
• Minimize unauthorized use of credit card 
• Maximize safety of credit card 
13. Minimize misuse of personal information 
• Minimize receipt of unsolicited material 
• Minimize transfer of personal Information 
14. Maximize accuracy of transaction 
• Minimize charging errors 
• Minimize shipping errors 
• Minimize product errors 
15. Minimize fraud 
• Maximize fraud protection 
• Discourage/prevent fraud 
• Maximize seller legitimacy 
• Maximize Infomediary legitimacy 
• Maximize neutrality of Infomediary 
16. Assure system security 
• Maximize security of transaction 
‘ • Discourage hacking 
17. Assure reliable delivery 
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• Provide reliable delivery 
• Assure arrival of purchase 
18. Limit impulsive buying 
• Minimize "unwanted" purchases 
• Control unreasonable buying . 
19. Offer personal interaction 
• Provide human customer support 
• Provide opportunity for personal interaction 
20. Navigation 
• Maximize navigation entertainment 
• Have adequate links to information 
• Have clear description of links 
• Maximize ease to navigate 
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Fundamental Objectives 
Overall Objective Maximize customer satisfaction 
1. Maximize convenience 
• Maximize purchase convenience 
• Maximize time flexibility in purchasing 
• Provide quality after-sales service 
• Assure an easy return process 
• Minimize effort of shopping 
• Minimize personal hassale 
• Maximize ease of finding product 
2. Minimize time spent 
• Minimize purchase time 
• Minimize processing time 
• Minimize payment time 
• Minimize queuing time 
• Minimize time to find product 
• Minimize search time 
• Minimize time to order product 
• Minimize time to gather information 
• Minimize time to select a product 
3. Minimize cost 
• Minimize product cost 
• Minimize tax cost 
• Minimize shipping cost 
4. Maximize privacy 
• Avoid electronic mailing lists 
5. Maximize shopping enjoyment 
• Make shopping a social event 
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• Minimize worry 
• Inspire customer 
• Minimize regret 
• Minimize disappointment 
• Maximize customer confidence 
• Reduce demand for forced labour 
6. Maximize product quality 
• Maximize product value 
• Ensure quality of product 
• Get the best product for the buck 
7. Minimize time to receive product 
• Minimize delivery time 
• Minimize shipping time 
• Minimize dispatch time 
8. Maximize safety 
• Minimize risk of product use 
9. Minimize environmental impact 
• Reduce environmental damages 
• Minimize pollution 
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Means-Ends Objectives Network for Infomediary 
Means Objectives 
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" Figure A.l: Means-Ends relationship 
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Matching of items in survey to Means Objectives and Fundamental Objectives 
Means Objectives Item number in survey 
1 Information Quality 15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,37 
2 Information Source 29,30，31，33 
3 Product Information “ 12,13,14,24,25,26,27,28 
4 Information Timeliness 34,35,36 
5 Comparison Shopping 63,64,65 
6 Ease of Use 43,44,45,46,47,48,49,50 
7 Personalization and Interactivity “ 9,10,11,38,42,57,58,59,60,61,62 
8 System Responsiveness 39,40,41,7 
9 Make better purchase choices ^ 
10 Maximize product variety and availability 67,68,69,70 
11 Minimize personal travel 90,91 
12 Minimize misuse of credit card 73,74,75 
13 Minimize misuse of personal information 76,77,78,79 
14 Maximize accuracy of transaction 80,81,82,83 
15 Minimize fraud 1，2’3’4，5’32 
16 Assure system security 6,7,8 
17 Assure reliable delivery 87,88,89 
18 Limit impulsive buying 84,85,86 
19 Offer personal transaction 92,93,94,95,96 
20 Navigation 51，52,53,54,55,56 
Fundamental Objectives Item number in survey 
1 Maximize convenience 97-105 
2 Minimize time spent 106-113 
3 Minimize cost 114-116 
4 Maximize privacy 117-118 
5 Maximize shopping enjoyment 119-128 
6 Maximize product quality 129-131 
7 Minimize time to receive product 132-134 
8 Maximize safety 
9 Minimize environmental impact 136-138 
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Figure B.4: F-measures against Similarity Thresholds for 5 consecutive days 



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Statistical Results for 
Measuring Factors tha t 
influence success of Infomediary 
Table C.l: Descriptive statistics for 138 items in the survey 
—Item N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 
Q1 98 1 5 4.1429 0.885 
Q2 98 1 5 4.1122 1.0243 
Q3 98 1 5 3.7857 0.9659 
Q4 98 2 5 4.0714 0.7898 
Q5 98 2 5 4.0204 0.8732 
Q6 98 1 5 3.2551 0.8653 
Q7 98 2 5 4.1837 0.803T" 
Q8 98 1 5 3.9592 1.004T" 
Q9 98 2 5 4.1939 0.8453 
QIO 98 2 5 3.4898 0.8154 
Q l l 98 2 5 3.4184 0.8486 
Q12 98 2 5 3.9388 0.7841 
Q13 98 1 5 3.8367 1 .0121 
Q14 98 1 5 3.9184 0.9810 
Q15 98 3 5 4.5714 0.6735 
Q16 98 3 5 4.2959 0.7210 
Q17 98 2 5 4.0408 0 . 8 4 ^ 
Q18 98 1 5 3.2755 0.7431 
Q19 98 2 5 3.2959 0.7351 
Q20 98 2 5 3.4286 0.8249 
Q21 98 2 5 3.7245 0.7002 
‘ Q22 98 2 5 3.5918 0.7439 
Q23 98 2 5 3.7653 0.7839 
continued on next page 
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Table C.l: Descriptive statistics-continued 
Item N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 
Q24 98 2 5 3.4898 0.7897 
Q25 98 2 5 3.5306 0.8520~ 
Q26 98 1 5 4.0306 0.8180~ 
Q27 98 2 5 3.9388 0 .729^ 
Q28 98 2 5 3.5204 0.7212 
Q29 98 1 5 3.0714 0.7496 . 
Q30 98 1 5 2.9592 0.8112 
Q31 98 1 5 2.9388 0.7841 
Q32 98 2 5 3.8878 0.9293 
Q33 98 2 5 3.3571 0.789^ 
Q34 98 2 5 4.0918 0.886^ 
Q35 98 1 5 4.0204 0.8613 
Q36 98 2 5 4.0000 0.8615 
Q37 98 2 5 3.6327 0.7376 
Q38 98 1 5 3.3469 0.719T" 
Q39 98 1 5 3.2857 0.8615 
Q40 98 2 5 3.3061 0.8174 
Q41 98 1 5 3.2653 0.8916 
Q42 98 2 5 3.4388 0.7470 
Q43 98 1 5 3.2449 0.8003 
Q44 98 1 5 3.3776 0.8061 
Q45 98 1 5 3.4082 0.8596 
Q46 98 1 5 3.3980 0.8821" 
Q47 98 1 5 3.4694 0.8758 
Q48 98 2 5 4.0000 0.84%" 
Q49 98 2 5 3.9694 0.8550~ 
Q50 98 1 5 3.3980 0.8341 
Q51 98 1 5 3.0918 0.9204 
Q52 98 1 5 2.8673 0.8926 
Q53 98 1 5 3.0816 0.8081 
Q 5 4 ^ i 5 3.1122 0.9068 
Q55 98 1 5 3.2653 0.9476 
Q56 98 1 5 3.2755 0.9057 
Q57 98 2 5 3.6837 0.7943 
98 2 5 3.5918 0.7576 
Q59 98 1 5 3.7857 0 .9221 
Q 6 0 ^ i 5 0 . 8 8 4 3 
Q61 98 2 5 3.8776 0.8998 
^ i 5 3.6633 0.9075 
Q 6 3 ^ 2 5 4.0714 0.8996 
Q64 98 2 5 4.0102 0.8433 
. Q 6 5 ^ i 5 l o T ^ 0.8793 
Q 6 6 ^ 2 5 3.7041 0.8520 
Q67 98 2 5 3.7959 0.7593 
continued on next page 
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Table C.l: Descriptive statistics-continued 
Item N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 
Q68 98 2 5 3.9796 0.7992 
Q69 98 2 5 4.0102 0.7929 
Q70 98 2 5 3.9592 0.7984 
Q71 98 2 5 4.2347 0.834F 
Q72 98 1 5 3.6837 0.8921 
Q73 98 1 5 4.4286 0.9525 “ 
Q74 98 1 5 4.5918 0.77lT" 
Q75 98 1 5 4.6122 0.8327 
Q76 98 2 5 4.4796 0.8401 
Q77 98 1 5 4.2245 0.9254 
Q78 98 1 5 4.1837 LOOSY" 
Q79 98 2 5 4.4694 0.932"^ 
Q8Q 98 1 5 4.2347 1.0234" 
Q81 98 1 5 4.2857 1.0051 
Q82 98 1 5 4.1939 1.0320 
Q83 98 1 5 4.1224 1.0480 
Q84 98 1 5 3.4082 1.1739 
Q85 98 1 5 3.3776 1.0984 
Q86 98 1 5 3.4082 1.0920 
Q87 98 1 5 3.9592 1.0246 
Q88 98 1 5 3.9082 0.9315 
Q89 98 2 5 4.0204 0.884T 
Q90 98 1 5 3.4796 1.0957" 
Q91 98 1 5 3.3878 1.0417 
Q92 98 1 5 3.9184 0.9597 
Q93 98 1 5 3.8163 0.9880 
Q94 98 1 5 3.0306 0.91：^ 
Q95 98 1 5 3.5408 1.0271 
Q96 98 1 5 2.9286 1.0077 
Q97 98 2 5 4.2857 0 . 7 1 ^ 
Q98 98 2 5 4.2551 0 . 6 7 ^ 
Q99 98 1 5 3.8571 0.8967 
QlOO 98 1 5 4.2653 0 . 8 5 ^ 
QlOl 98 1 5 4.2041 0 .811^ 
Q102 98 2 5 3.6939 0.9014 
Q103 98 2 5 4.0816 0.7416 
Q104 98 2 5 3.9082 0.8134 
Q105 98 2 5 4.2959 0.7210 
Q106 98 2 5 4.0510 0.8295 
Q107 98 2 5 3.8673 0.8203 
Q108 98 2 5 4.0612 0.8473 
. Q109 98 2 5 4.0918 0.8134 
QUO 98 2 5 4.1735 0.7868 
Q U I 98 2 5 4.1224 0.8766 
continued on next page 
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Table C.l: Descriptive statistics-continued 
Item N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 
Q112 98 2 5 3.9592 0 .836^ 
Q113 98 2 5 3.7653 0.9394 
Q114 98 1 5 4.1531 0.853厂 
Q115 98 1 5 4.0204 0 .930r 
Q116 98 1 5 4.1735 0 .930^ 
Q117 98 2 5 4.4082 0.7843 “ 
Q118 98 1 5 3.9898 0.989厂 
Q119 98 1 5 3.2653 1 .03 lF 
Q120 98 1 5 3.7755 0 .914^ 
Q121 98 1 5 3.5918 0.883T" 
Q122 98 1 5 3.6122 0 . 8 0 7 � 
Q123 98 1 5 3.9286 0.933T" 
Q124 98 1 5 3.9286 0 .944^ 
Q125 98 2 5 3.8878 0.9291" 
Q126 98 2 5 4.1327 0.807T 
Q127 98 1 5 3.8163 0.803"^ 
Q128 98 1 5 4.2551 0.8533 
Q129 98 1 5 3.9694 0.8670 
Q130 98 1 5 4.4184 0.8363 
Q131 98 2 5 4.2245 0.8315 
Q132 98 1 5 4.1633 0.857F 
Q133 98 1 5 4.1224 0.828T" 
Q134 98 1 5 4.1020 0.8433 
Q135 98 1 5 4.1122 0.906¥" 
Q136 98 1 5 3.8061 1.0518 
Q137 98 1 5 3.8776 0.976~ 
Q138 98 1 5 3.7959 1.0645 
Table C.2: Group statistics for 138 items in the survey 
Item Demographic N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean 
i f f IM ^ oIoT 
2 21 4.38 0.805 0.176 
^^ : r ^ o M e oIM" 
2 21 3.67 1.278 0.279 
i f f rag aW 
2 21 3.52 0.273 
• i f i n ? oo tT 
2 21 3.71 1.056 0.23 
i f f Im oT~ 
2 21 4 0.894 0.195 
‘ i f f ^ oMs OT" 
2 21 3.38 0.805 0.176 
-Q7 1 77 4.29 0.704 0.08 
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Table C.2: Group statistics-continued 
Item Demographic N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean 
— 2 21 3.81 1.03 0.225 
i 7 7 Im o ^ o l o F 
2 21 3.57 1.248 0.272 
i 7 7 IM O^ 
2 21 4.1 0.889 0.194 
QIO i 7 7 I M 0805 0 0 ^ 
2 21 3.38 O m 0.189 
Q i i i f r ^ O M o o ^ 
2 21 3.14 0.793 0.173 
Q12 i 7 7 J M 0.785 
2 21 3.86 0.793 0.173 
Q13 i f f 3 M E m OIOT 
2 21 3.38 1.203 0.263 
Q14 i f i AM o m o l o ^ 
2 21 3.48 U ^ 0.255 
~Q15 1 7 7 I m 07 o r 
2 21 4.76 0.118 
Q16 1 f f 436 O W 
2 21 4.05 0.805 0.176 
Q17 1 7 7 4 l 3 O M OTT 
2 21 3.71 0.956 0.209 
Q18 1 f i 
2 21 3.29 0.784 0.171 
Q19 1 f f " " " ^ 0 ? ^ O s T 
2 21 3.48 0.602 0.131 
Q20 i f i I M OMl O O ^ 
2 21 3.86 0.143 
i ^ 0 ? ^ 
2 21 4.1 0.539 0.118 
Q22 i f r l 4 4 0：^ O W 
2 21 4.14 0.655 0.143 
Q23 i f f SM o W 
2 21 4.29 0.122 
Q24 i 7 7 l 4 
; 2 21 3.81 0.131 
Q25 i 7 7 ^ 0：^ o W 
2 21 3.95 0.146 
Q26 i 7 7 o W 
• 2 21 4.1 0.944 0.206 
Q27 i f i ^ 0714 
2 21 4.19 0.75 0.164 
1 7 7 l 4 7 OJM OOST 
- 2 21 3.71 0.122 
~Q29 1 77 3.09 0.747 0.085 
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Table C.2: Group statistics-continued 
Item Demographic N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean 
2 21 3 0.775 0.169 
Q30 i 7 7 W f 
2 21 2.9 0.889 0.194 
i ~ f f ^ 0?776 O W 
2 21 2.9 0.181 
Q32 i ~ ~ 7 7 3 M K M O l ^ 
2 21 3.9 1.091 0.238 
Q33 1 f f 0 6 
2 21 3.33 0.856 0.187 
Q34 i f f ~ ~ ~ 4 1 3 OT" 
2 21 3.95 0.921 0.201 
Q35 i 7 7 I m 0088" 
2 21 4.05 l _ m 0.253 
Q36 i 7 7 I m rag a W 
2 21 3.81 0.225 
Q37 i f f Im 0 ? ^ OMT" 
2 21 3.81 0.602 0.131 
Q38 1 ~ ~ f f ^ 0?736 O W 
2 21 3.38 0.669 0.146 
Q39 i ~ 7 7 ^ QMS O W 
2 21 3.33 0.187 
Q40 i f f ^ 0 0 ^ 
2 21 3.52 0.164 
i f f OJO^ 
2 21 3.33 0.73 0.159 
Q42 i f f ^ 0 0 ^ 
2 21 3.62 0.74 0.161 
Q43 i 7 7 H S O W 
2 21 3.48 0.68 0.148 
Q44 1 77 3.34 0.852 0.097 
2 21 3.52 0.131 
Q45 i 7 7 3A O l ^ 
2 21 3.43 0.676 0.148 
Q46 i 7 7 0 2 OOT" 
： 2 21 3.33 0.658 0.144 
Q47 i 7 7 l 4 8 ^ HOT" 
2 21 3.43 0.598 0.13 
Q48 1 f f 4 
. 2 21 4 0.837 0.183 
Q49 i 7 7 I M 0 0 ^ 
2 21 3.81 0.203 
Q50 i 7 7 343 
- 2 21 3.29 0.184 
~Q51 1 77 3.18 0.914 0.104 
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Table C.2: Group statistics-continued 
Item Demographic N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean 
2 21 2.76 0.889 0.194 
Q52 i 7 7 ^ OT" 
2 21 2.62 0.921 0.201 
Q53 i 7 7 112 0 5 8 0 0 ^ 
2 21 2.95 0.129 
•Q54 i 7 7 l 0 5 0 7 2 O T T 
2 21 3.33 0.577 0.126 
Q55 i 7 7 O i 0.954 0.109 
2 21 3 0.894 0.195 
Q56 i 7 7 0 2 O l O ^ 
2 21 3.1 0.7 0.153 
Q57 i f f l 6 5 a m o r 
2 21 3.81 0.178 
Q58 I~~77 3^ 6 0?^ o m ^ 
2 21 3.57 0.19 
Q59 1 7 7 ^ O ^ O l ^ 
2 21 3.95 1.024 0.223 
Q60 i 7 7 l 6 009^" 
2 21 3.52 0.981 0.214 
Q61 1 f f 3?78 O J ^ 
2 21 4.24 ^ 0.153 
Q62 i 7 7 O ^ ^ 
2 21 3.33 0.211 
Q63 i 7 7 s M oMb O l ^ 
2 21 4.48 0.814 0.178 
Q64 i f f sm 
2 21 4.38 ^ 0.161 
Q65 i""77 ^ 
2 21 4.1 1.044 0.228 
Q66 i 7 7 O W " 
2 21 4 0.632 0.138 
Q67 i 7 7 3?77 0 ? ^ O W 
2 21 3.9 0.768 0.168 
Q68 i ~ 7 7 ^ OSll 
： 2 21 4 0.169 
Q69 i 7 7 4 rai O W 
2 21 4.05 0.161 
Q70 1 7 7 O^m 0 0 ^ 
. 2 21 3.9 0.168 
Q71 1 f i 416 O l ^ 
2 21 4.52 0.112 
r ~ 7 7 ^ OT" 
- 2 21 3.71 0.209 
"Q73 1 77 4.47 0.912 0.104 
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Table C.2: Group statistics-continued 
Item Demographic N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean 
2 21 4.29 1.102 0.24 
Q74 i 7 7 4 M O T ^ 
2 21 4.33 0.232 
Q75 i 7 7 I m 
2 21 4.33 1.155 0.252 
Q76 i 7 7 l 5 7 0733 O O ^ 
2 21 4.14 U m 0.242 
Q77 i 7 7 0 M 5 CT^ 
2 21 4.1 1.136 0.248 
Q78 1 7 7 n ? 1.005 O J l ^ 
2 21 4.24 1.044 0.228 
Q79 i 7 7 O l ^ o W r 
2 21 4.14 U ^ 0.252 
Q80 i 7 7 0 5 KToF 
2 21 3.81 0.298 
1 7 7 4 A 4 0 8 ^ 
2 21 3.71 0.31 
Q82 i 7 7 0 5 O W 
2 21 3.62 0.312 
Q83 i 7 7 423 0 M 4 O F 
2 21 3.71 1.309 0.286 
Q84 i 7 7 3 M 1.108 O l ^ 
2 21 3.1 1.375 0.3 
Q85 i 7 7 ^ L ^ 
2 21 3.14 1.195 0.261 
Q86 i 7 7 ^ LO^ O l ^ 
2 21 3.29 0.269 
Q87 i 7 7 4 l 3 OITO OT" 
2 21 3.33 1.278 0.279 
i f f ^ omE oW 
2 21 3.71 U ^ 0.25 
Q89 1 f f SM OlM" 
2 21 4.24 0.831 0.181 
Q90 i f f 3：^ TJm TlW 
； 2 21 3.9 0.831 0.181 
Q91 1 f f O^ TifT 
2 21 4 0.707 0.154 
Q92 i f j J m O l T 
. 2 21 3.86 0.21 
Q93 i 7 7 ^ 
2 21 3.48 1.078 0.235 
Q94 i 7 7 m O m 
- 2 21 3.29 1.056 0.23 
"Q95 1 77 3.58 0.978 0.111 
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Table C.2: Group statistics-continued 
Item Demographic N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean 
2 21 3.38 1.203 0.263 
Q96 i f f ^ O l O ^ 
2 21 3.19 1.327 0.29 
Q97 i f i l21 o W 
2 21 4.57 0.598 0.13 
Q98 i 7 7 I M O T T 
2 21 4.43 0.676 0.148 
Q99 i 7 7 T m o M 2 O M " 
2 21 4.14 0.793 0.173 
QlOO i 7 7 4 1 9 0M9 O W 
2 21 4.52 0.68 0.148 
Qioi i 7 7 O o ^ a o ^ 
2 21 4.57 0.598 0.13 
Q102 i 7 7 ^ oMe O M " 
2 21 3.9 0.831 0.181 
Q103 i 7 7 105 0??^ o W 
2 21 4.19 0.148 
Q104 1 ~~77 Tta 0 ? ^ 
2 21 4.52 ^ 0.148 
Q105 i~~77 T m O O ^ 
2 21 4.48 0.131 
Q106 i f f 4 M 8 9 T l o T 
2 21 4.24 0.539 0.118 
Q107 1 f f m O ^ 
2 21 4.1 0.768 0.168 
Q108 i f f 108 0：^ o W 
2 21 4 0.837 0.183 
Q109 i~77 405 O ^ o W 
2 21 4.24 0.625 0.136 
QUO i 7 7 I m o l u a W 
2 21 4.48 0.602 0.131 
Q U I i f f l o i O i o l ^ 
2 21 4.43 0.676 0.148 
Q112 i f i ^ 0.848 o W 
； 2 21 4.29 0.717 0.156 
Q113 i 7 7 
2 21 4.24 0 7 0.153 
Q114 i 7 7 
. 2 21 4.52 0.148 
Q115 i f f l 9 o ^ O o ^ 
2 21 4.48 0.814 0.178 
Q116 i f f 4 0 3 OlM" 
‘ 2 21 4.71 0.122 
"Q117 1 77 4.42 0.801 0.091 
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Table C.2: Group statistics-continued 
Item Demographic N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean 
— 2 21 4.38 0.74 0.161 
Q118 i 7 7 3M ro3 o i r r 
2 21 4.19 0.178 
Q119 i f f 0 l06~ 
2 21 2.9 O 0.284 
•Q120 r~Y7 3?7 0：^ O l ^ 
2 21 4.05 ^ 0.161 
Q121 i f f ras 
2 21 3.62 0.223 
Q122 r ^ 3 M 0 ? ^ OM" 
2 21 3.52 0.873 0.19 
Q123 r ~ T 7 ^ O ^ i OJO^ 
2 21 4.43 0.926 0.202 
Q124 1 7 7 3 M O l 8 
2 21 4.38 0.921 0.201 
Q125 i f f l 7 7 O l ^ 
2 21 4.33 0.966 0.211 
Q126 1 ~ f j 413 O M O W 
2 21 4.14 0.854 0.186 
Q127 i 7 7 zTi T m o W 
2 21 4.19 0.814 0.178 
Q128 1 7 7 n ? 0 8 ^ O l ^ 
2 21 4.57 0.598 0.13 
Q129 i f f 
2 21 4.43 0.746 0.163 
Q130 i 7 7 431 O l ^ 
2 21 4.81 0.402 0.088 
Q131 i f f Os Mm O W 
2 21 4.76 0.539 0.118 
Q132 F T r 0 ： ^ o I o F 
2 21 4.57 0.507 0.111 
Q133 r~77AM 088 ^ 
2 21 4.43 0.111 
Q134 i f f ras O l ^ 
‘ 2 21 4.38 0.59 0.129 
Q135 i f f 405 0：^ 0 l03~ 
2 21 4.33 0.913 0.199 
Q136 1 7 7 ^ T^i i O I F 
. 2 21 3.71 1.102 0.24 
Q137 i ~ 7 7 ^ o l ^ 
2 21 3.95 1.071 0.234 
Q138 1 7 7 I T O L ^ oTiJ" 
‘ 2 21 3.81 0.255 
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Table C.3: 90 % Confidence Interval of Mean Difference for 138 
items in the survey 
I t e m M e a n DifTerenceStd. Error Difference90% Confidence Interval 
Lower Upper 
~Q1 -0.3 0.217 -0.663 0.057 
~Q2 0.57 0.247 0.157 0.977 
0.33 0.237 -0.06 0.726 
~Q4 0.45 0.19 0.139 0.77 
~Q5 0.03 0.216 -0.333 0.385 
~Q6 ^ 0.213 -0.515 0 1 ^ 
~Q7 0.48 0.193 0.156 0.797 
0 9 0 . 2 4 3 a ® 
0.13 0.209 -0.221 0.472 
QIO H i 0 . 2 0 1 o i r F 
0 5 O ^ 0 0 0 7 
~Q12 0.1 0.194 -0.218 0.426 
Q13 0 .243~~0 l76 
0.56 0.236 0.171 0.955 
~Q15 -0.24 0.165 -0.516 0.031 
0.32 0.175 0.025 0.607 
0.42 0.206 0.074 0.757 
~Q18 -0.01 0.184 -0.318 0.292 
Q19 ^ 0.18 -0.529 o r 
Q20 ^ 0.196 -0.872 -0.219 
-0.47 0.166 -0.748 -0.195 
Q22 ^ 0.17 -0.983 l o l ^ 
Q23 ^ ^ 0.182 -0.964 J O W 
Q24 I ^ H O M l O ^ 
Q25 ^ ^ 0.204 -0.875 -0.199 
Q26 ^ ^ 0.202 -0.418 M E T 
^ 0.178 -0.615 -0.025 
Q28 ^ ^ M f f l O M O W 
Q29 O ^ 0.185 -0.217 O ^ 
0.07 0.201 -0.264 0.402 
O i 0.194 -0.279 
Q32 ^ 0.23 -0.404 O ^ 
Q33 — 0.03 0.195 -0.294 0.355 “ 
0.18 0.219 -0.185 0.54 
-0.03 0.213 -0.389 0.319 
Q36 O ^ 0.212 -0.109 
Q37 • -0.23 0.181 -0.526 0.076 
-0.04 0.178 -0.339 0.252 
Q39 ^ 0.213 -0.415 O W 
. Q40 -0.28 0.2 -0.61 O O ^ 
^ ^ 0.22 -0.453 
-0.23 0.183 -0.534 0.075 
continued on next page 
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Table C.3: 90% Confidence Interval-continued 
I t e m M e a n DifferenceStd. Error Difference 90% Confidence Interval 
Lower Upper 
-0.29 0.196 -0.619 0.031 
~Q44 -0.19 0.199 -0.516 0.144 
Q45 ^ ^ 0 . 2 1 3 O ^ 
Q46 0 8 0 4 5 " 
~Q47 0.05 0.217 -0.308 0.412 
~Q48 0 0.21 -0.349 0.349 
Q49 0 2 a m 
0.14 0.206 -0.199 0.485 
Q51 0 2 o M 4 0 4 8 
0.32 0.219 -0.047 0.679 
Q53 0 l 6 0.199 -0.166 
Q54 ^ 0.223 -0.651 O W 
0.34 0.232 -0.048 0.723 
Q56 0.223 -0.141 W 
Q57 l O 0.196 -0.485 
Q58 0.03 0.187 -0.285 0.337 
-0.21 0.227 -0.589 0.165 
0.07 0.219 -0.29 0.437 
-0.46 0.218 -0.82 -0.097 
Q62 0 2 O ^ O O M O W 
^ 0.216 -0.874 -0.156 
Q64 -0.47 0.203 -0.809 -0.135 
Q65 CT 0.217 -0.469 
Q66 ^ 0.207 -0.721 -0.032 
Q67 OT ^ O s OTT^ 
-0.03 0.198 -0.354 0.302 
-0.05 0.196 -0.373 0.278 
Q70 0.07 0.197 -0.259 0.397 
0.203 -0.705 -0.031 
-0.04 0.221 -0.406 0.328 
0.18 0.235 -0.208 0.572 
0.33 0.188 0.017 0.641 
O35 0：018 
Q76 0.43 0.203 0.091 0.766 
0.16 0.228 -0.215 0.544 
-0.07 0.25 -0.484 0.345 
~Q79 0.42 0.227 0.039 0.792 
0.54 0.247 0.131 0.952 
0-73 0.237 0.333 1.122 
0.73 0.244 0.326 1.137 
_  Q83 0.52 0.254 0.098 0.941 
‘ Q84 0.4 0.288 -0.079 0.876 
0.3 0.27 -0.15 0.747 
continued on next page 
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Table C.3: 90% Confidence Interval-continued 
Item Mean Difference~Std. Error Difference90% Confidence Interval 
Lower Upper 
~Q86 0.16 0.27 -0.292 0.604 
0.8 0.24 0.398 1.195 
Q88 M b o j m o M T 
"Q89 -0.28 0.217 -0.638 0.084 
-0.54 0.265 -0.982 -0.1 
^ ^ 0.245 -1.186 -0.372 
Q92 0.237 -0.316 O T T 
Q93 0 3 ^ O O ^ 
-0.32 0.224 -0.696 0.047 
Q95 0 2 0.253 - 0 . 2 1 7 “ 0：6^ 
Q96 ^O^ 0.247 -0.744 O T T 
Q97 0.174 -0.652 -0.075 
-0.22 0.166 -0.497 0.055 
^ 0.219 -0.727 0" 
QlOO ^ ^ 0.209 -0.676 OOIS" 
QlOl ^ ^ 0.195 -0.792 -0.143 
Q102 ^O^ o W i l o ^ O W 
Q103 1511 0.183 -0.442 O g T 
Q104 ^ ^ O J ^ T 0 9 -0.477 
Q105 0.177 -0.523 
Q106 ^ ^ 0.204 -0.577 OT" 
Q107 ^ ^ O M I O O i T 
Q108 o M o M ^ o ^ 
Q109 0.2 -0.519 o W 
-0.39 0.191 -0.702 -0.069 
-0.39 0.213 -0.744 -0.035 
-0.42 0.203 -0.752 -0.079 
~Q113 -0.6 0.224 -0.974 -0.229 
Q114 ^ ^ 0.206 -0.814 I ^ F 
Q115 ^ ^ O ^ - 0 . 2 1 1 
Q116 ^ 0.219 -1.053 -0.324 
Q117 ^ 0.194 -0.288 
-0.26 0.243 -0.66 0.149 
0.46 0.251 0.042 0.875 
-0.35 0.223 -0.717 0.025 
-0.03 0.219 -0.398 0.328 
Q122 OH 0.2 -0.219 o l i T 
" ^ 2 3 • -0.64 0.222 -1.004 -0.268 
-0.58 0.226 -0.951 -0.2 
Q125 ^ ^ 0.223 -0.937 -0.197 
Q126 -0.01 0.2 -0.345 0.319 
‘ Q127 -0.48 0.193 -0.797 -0.156 
" ^ 2 8 -0.4 0.207 -0.747 -0.059 
continued on next page 
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Table C.3: 90% Confidence Interval-continued 
Item Mean DifferenceStd. Error Difference~90% Confidence Interval 
Lower Upper 
~Q129 -0.58 0.206 -0.927 -0.242 
~Q130 -0.5 0.201 -0.831 -0.165 
~Q131 -0.68 0.194 -1.005 -0.363 
-0.52 0.206 -0.861 -0.178 
" ^ 3 3 -0.39 0.201 -0.724 -0.056 
" ^ 3 4 -0.35 0.206 -0.696 -0.014 
Q135 ^ 0.223 -0.651 O W 
Q136 0 2 0.26 -0.315 0 ： ^ 
" ^ 3 7 -0.1 0.241 -0.496 0.306 













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Q121 Q123Q107Q108Q109 Q97 Q98 Q99Q130Q131Q115Q116Q110| 
Q 1 2 1 I L ^ 
Q123 0.5401.000 
Q107 0.166 0.0821.000 
Q108 0.254 0.0580.6201.000 
Q109 0.168 0.022|0.683 0.8001.000 
Q97 0.202 0.0770.4500.2760.3251.000 
Q98 0.107 0.0450.3210.1700.1810.8231.000 
Q99 0.277 0.1600.4080.3510.37^0.5600.5011.000 
Q130 0.220 0.3030.0970.167 0.2610.1770.1730.1901.000 
Q131 0.238 0.2070.3010.2440.3810.3400.2080.2650.6201.000 
Q115 0.098 0.1560.3550.3910.4740.4080.2040.1270.3200.261 1.000 
Q116 0.024 0.0740.2190.3520.4690.3420.1580.0790.3160.349|0.7821.000 
QUO 0.103 0.2560.3550.3090.4420.3680.2830.2840.2650.3810.3190.395|l.000 
Table C.5: Correlations matrix for Fundamental Objectives measures 
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Appendix D 
Survey Task File & 
Questionnaire 
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The following tasks are optional. If you are familiar with the infomediaries such as 
Travelocity，Expedia, and Yahoo Shopping，please go to the survey directly. If you have 
not used any of these infomediaries^ please follow the instructions of the below tasks and 
experience how they may help you to identify the best products that fit your needs. Once 
you have tried one or more tasks and understand how they help you on purchase decisions, 





Suppose you are a graduate student of University of Texas, Austin and you live in Austin, 
Texas (TX). You have to attend the ISOneWorld Conference, from April 14 to April 16，2004. 
The conference will be held in Las Vegas, Nevada (NV). (More information about the 
conference can be found from the website: http://www.isoneworld.org/). You plan to leave 
Austin on April 13，evening and return on April 17. 
Your task is to arrange for the round trip flight and lodging for attending the conference. You 
plan to use the Infomediary: Travelocity (http://www.travelocitv.comA for making the flight 
and lodging reservations. 
Guidelines: 
The instructions below will guide you through the information gathering and purchasing 
process using the Infomediary, Travelocity. 
1. Go to the website: Travelocity (http://www.travelocitv.com/^. 順权丨羼丨,(IJ.I’!IJilgliijiiiij^jij^^^j|j||||mii|^^^^ ~ .laixf N. vi« Tok 
> o g) jg i jftiMreh 这.「运运"grgp— ： 
M^jahf tp : ; /www.(r«v«l (Xty .coin ‘“ 一a> | 她 � 
J—Tray^ocilq- — . 门 厂 . I 二 
r lltJIK ‘ 叙广 g M ® T aT^  ^ i : 
tab r^f«a5i;^B��K • T�u__ am^il：；：：：^;^^  
I W e f t S B ^ t Q T r w n l n r i y 
^ 1 nwd th»90 印9clfic dBtes 广 S^arcraHUiw for best faras U^^la^ 
l^f—i-ii 1 ？ , m's^Mmm^^mm 
！‘‘“-iJ I® ^ Jll ID^®^  m Jja； Q^A^UtcLuBVeoA 
F 3 MMlmiHn oonriirtionf ‘ ^ ^ * M w r O r t tcOitanrto 
ImiM«!si F3iaiiiaaa F3£»Diaa fSSES ^^ WUr UWn tmas 
SiaiMix. MaUUU Ptrtlpitim Mo�, Sw.ch D-B�n, • * " " | 
|iilil>'n'iiiiijfffiifiii'j l?|||丽iBMMsfak^^HJPlMWI MIHUIH 
徵 Hitai  ^ C a l i f o r n i a RAnrnn^ • Oel Aw8Y for Lbss, PacKagBs From Ltnder «50 
；! i^： a s - Y Cni ts>«& V a c a t i o n s d » i r o n . ^ . 
t i ^ Elanda ^ Las vrngfr Casinos • 7-NiQht Caribbean CruiaM on nci Fmm 
^ • • P m n ： � T • 了 八 • Bahamas L Bala • Camrval S a丨吟 Fmm OfW JL -Jt SJultml garlOI?Mn&WM» • San Ffancisco Deals • Avefaaa Savinfc »f |1$5 
微 • Vegas TotatTripl 3 Nights + Hotal Fmm 
BSrQFA Pllghte, HolBh a C a n m.r, fiiflUfc tuitib. mm 
HBO l a r ^ 
B^HBHBIMI 卜� " " • . � I • Heriz From $27/Week8nd Day and »169Week 
i f — Mg^ M輕丨ij�.imgi!i.u.im.i...广— 
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2. For flight information, you can select the "Flights" tab and then the following screen will 
appear. Enter details about departure city and date, destination city and date. After you 
submit your search, a list of flights that fit your requirements will be shown. 
；Pfe Edft VisW FavoritK Tools Help MM 
I <>e«k 二,义，办逾 fl I 边SMTCh 吞.�‘i^ T^j^ ——"“―— ‘ 
j M ^ H t l^tpi//wvw.travelocltyxom/Flghts/Q, JRAVaoa-rv.OO.htfri 丨丨“ ^ G ) 丨 » 
.,.••""•^ I? 'I 'l" I m iiiiii-n—ir »•.. nr ____ -
-Xr Travelocitij -
['Home [fCarsfRaB yvacimo"tw]fcnitees ](last IWnUe Deals \GMcs & AiMc  j t mSsO. “ 她 
Search for Flights and Airfares ^ ^ ^ U j ^ ^ y ^ j ^ 
• cNck hem to see biggest savings 
t What lype of trip Is this? 
^ Round Trip �One Way C Mutiple Destination H»ve Quntions? 
— . „ Need Rates or Reservations? 
“ 厂 Add a hotel and tav» with TotalTrip'"! Call a Travelocity Ag«nt toll-free at 
一 “一 0^Traveiocfty(888-872-«35e) 2. Whera wouM you Nile lo oo7 
^ QIJQES&3HHHHHIBS9I 
IMTMirn • Hoi Deals for the Holidays - RT Fiom S83* 
i ••"• • Cool Winter Savings lo Eu隱.RT from $?“• 
XVWMHidoyouprorertotfMetT • Frontier Brings Holiday Cheer- RTfrom 
^ Search specific dates r search a date range • wmt tfr-iw.料tfiy仲ai «tw m>Y 
Fln<<flHtHn»inHr ^ ^ ^ H H H S P ^ 
B«<*l«a<«• aOIMnii ••nil«i；? , ^ iji，丨 
F3 麵 nGsMiUffiCM，rajjunatdx^ ) I"""' O 怖打姚 liffl 
• f ir* ItiUnQi j j ； l i y i 
S.O(h«ropaom •limiUWii 
8earch al alrt^es r seareh epecMt alrilnea: | • 抽ftfrnn 咖it 
ciMioftwiM： jcoonomy ^ BSSOOOHHRHHHHHB 
Mixlnumo*nn«oUoM. ft^ T '^^ •“ .TiMtg ftflti lrtifW 
• B t f t t f i b � � t i j v * l l彻,… 
f i f f l • wrtY M【於 HI f ^m i hgw t^flffrtf? 
Mow StJioh OpiloBi: ChoMt Sp«o<flc Fllatifr Liit MInuU MWtf • Pwoofh A Vi«w 
！H^ ^^ ^^ j^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ J^^ J^ ” ！^； I { I IntfrrMt “ 
3. For the lounge information, you can select the "Hotels" tab and then the following screen 
will appear. Enter details about city, the check in and checkout date. After you submit 
your search, a list of hotels that fit your requirements will be shown. 
riinifl^ in•丨 __mmi�iii__iiif!ll_li 丨隱_丨丨|腦》| 丨丨丨iMll 丨丨^丨1…liilMIMMIMIMM ^isl 
a t _ f t a r i l n Twii. ^Ki^.:：；::. . 氣 - . . . … . | | | | | | | 
“ - .…-
Travelocitij* 
WIBWBWBfMBWiMMIIimmjmjjUl^ ^^ j^lPlPl^ ^^ jjflU 
y^^ Sav« up to 70% with Good Buy HotM iS jS 1 
^ ^ ^ Hotels in U.S. or Canada 广 Al Other Destinations ^WmMMB^ WH^ BBBSBm 
c…ro。tc。,.， 一 c o o l fwdtripsywHwartUW^-wr fifflDJ 
H柳 Question.? 
I ft.. J u • ! —I H T — T i - I ^ N e e d R a t e s or R M e r v a t l o n s ? 
g f ^ J rai^Za C«II.TraivolodtyA<,.nttol l^«ert 
隱 _ SeS-Travelocity (888-872-8386) 
“ 二 , 丄 二 一 ， 
hotels in: Anaheim. Las Vegas Los 
R e d u ^ ^ a i ^ m m m m a K K K I ^ K K i i i ^ m m m Anggles. Miimi. NgwYori^ . Qriiodfl. 
H a r e s ：.. . ' ' . . ' San Francisco. Seattle 
ii^miiii^ ^ • B H H S p e n d Thanksgiving B S B S H I I I I I I I I I B 
i ^ i ^ p w w n with Wyndham from , ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 」 ^HM^H $84/night ^ Stay at La Quinta and Savel • S0i rmidi H ^ H H l^t 咖 m s 幼站丨叩 at 掛 Hotei A itkotft ^^^^^^^^ tUTT^  La Quint a has great rates H..elT.ol. •丨丨丨 _ •丨丨丨丨I—— 二 《 the country Book 
.MatttfDthrina DifcMoh. • Anaheim • Days Inn Malngate From 157.93 
• ChicaqQ RadissonQtiare Weskend From Sim L . j Caribbean h 她 nn sai^  • i S S S • European Crt丨M on Sale - Save up to 70% ^ ^ j NM 
.Houi • F o s t a Amencana Mexico • Sava up lo 70% g n j ^ K L ^ s Book your $tay in the .USXi • Laouna Beach • Comfort Inn From $7925 J^SSS"** Caribbean and up to 
• MBlia Los CabQfi • Sava Wrth fimat Fall Ratasl 「 一 - ; 1 4 6 % during peak s e a s o n . 
• Los CabQS • Marina Fiesta Rftsort Fmm $1D8 with hotel rates starting at 
• Nonstop f u n With Outrigger Resorts From $67 just $63.70 per night J 
^ 矿- T~��Hr£SSS 
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4. Alternatively, you can enquire about the travel package (flights plus hotels) by selecting 
the button beside the “Flight + Hotel”. And then enter your trip details. 
O B S M H S S B S S B S H E B B B I H I I H I I I I B I I I H H i M ^ L ^ ^ J � 
Rte Edt Vtw Toolt He^fc-：)：^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ||M| 
如 Rack , . 峰 ， , 办 丨 〕 丨 丨 丨 」 . : : : 眷 給 , i l mjW \ \.11 II —"~^~~一 . 一 
� ^ • • … u i “「：‘ I ^ — ―二 二： “‘ “ - — ‘“ ^ 一Go [ u ^ i 
- M ' T r a v e l o c i l i j — a f l F F � " i 叫 
] fHq<els ]I CnrsjRail]f Vdcations ]fCruises ]f last Minute Deals ]j' Guides & Adwce ]令 l^ gtig 0 ttefe 
l l f fBHnnTEBISBEHIIIIIII imi l l^^^j^^l l^ IUm 
广 Flight Only 广 Hotel Onty ^/f 广 CarOnty I^ TOM^^ W ^ “ " * 
j f F l ight • Hotel B o o k a T o t a l T r i p ' " S a v e S155onwe f«oe 
rwm: + � T^ 
Z 纖I I W e l c o m e back to Traveloci ty) 
� � 二 ^ • Alftadv i mtmbtt? Loo-in h«r« 
jdi 一• •d Fn id 卜—jj Q s i m s i i i i i i i i i i i i i 
| i j d Maximum oonfticMoM $149 • Chicago to L a s V e o a s 
产、 象 $131 • Hew York to Orlando 
|i mJ Adurti |o ^  chidwi FZlauOaa CSSEBI Choose vour own ctUes 
她 激 • lome tjxts. idtftt>ortj» ipptv 
— — a — — J fOSSESSIimi l l l l l l l 
I^^SSISSS ISSEISSSSSIHHIHHHI �<•** Minute Oeslt mora mis 
i<iiin(Mrip)iom$239»| ^ „ . „ , _ - • Great ThanksoivinQ Ge taways From (200 
- r a S K f S ^ C f l ^ S a i J a a l S ^ L8?l Minute PMI5 • See the WoridI international Deals From t?36 J 
...「：;.—；i-免 Hawai 分caiMiAM 偏wayfe�L附 _ _ 咖 
^ C n i l s M S V a c a t i o n , m... . . . i r as to . . ‘ � A Eladila ^ La? Vgaas ft Casing? . 7-NiQhl Caribbean Cmlses on NCL From »W 
H H — I ^ • B a h a m a s & Bala - Camrval Sailings F r o m J 2 0 9 HTLT^WLtW -先 S k l l U J f f l l ^ Caribbean • S a n F r a n c i s c o Deals • Average Savings of » 5 5 l^^iMa^U ^ ^ • Vegas TotalTripl 3 Nights + Hotel From 043 
i T B i W B i W W B P H W M l l l l l l l l i m i l i m i m i l F l l gh t t , H o t e l s a C a r t mora o ib： tiioMi. luaiti. a a 
K e . Caribbean Hotels on Sala - S a v e u p In m 钱 
'‘叫化sia p aMwr i f^rrr . M»�cr她 H » w « i i V n ? 
' W V i Kwl fc i ：么iSj^ ^sLn-in • Hertz From $27/Weekend Day and $169Week ；^ 
“ — I J I H U I . I I H . I I U I I H I W lllll I I I — _ _ _ _ _ i l 
iHir"""™" ~—-f - ’ “ • 
— ^ ‘ 膠 
ft 
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5. Determine which airlines and hotels you would choose after doing the comparisons. 
Reminder: 
You DO NOT have to make the transaction, i.e. the reservation and payment but you need to 
UNDERSTAND how to make the reservation and payment transaction. 
Search Results 
After you have finished the searching and chosen your targeted flights and hotels, please 
enter the details of your choice for the flight and hotel 
Flight: 
Price: USD$ 
Reason for choosing this flight: 
• Outbound flight 






Other details: (Non- “ 
stop or details of stop) 
Travel time: ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
• Return flight 
Flight number: 
Airline: — 
Departure Time: “ ~ 
Departure Airport: 
Arrival Time: “ 
Arrival Airport: — “ 
Other details: (Non-
stop or details of stop) 
Travel time: “ ‘ 
Hotel: 
Reason for choosing this hotel: 
“ Hotel name: 
Hotel address: 
Room details: “ 






Suppose you are a graduate student of University of Texas, Austin and you live in Austin, 
Texas (TX). You have to attend the ISOneWorld Conference, from April 14 to April 16, 2004. 
The conference will be held in Las Vegas, Nevada (NV). (More information about the 
conference can be found from the website: http://www.isoneworM.org/). You plan to leave 
Austin on April 13, evening and return on April 17. 
Your task is to arrange for the round trip flight and lodging for attending the conference. You 
plan to use the Infomediary: Expedia (http://www.expedia.com) for making the flight and 
lodging reservations. 
Guidelines: 
The instructions below will guide you through the information gathering and purchasing 
process using the Infomediary, Expedia. 
1. Go to the website: Expedia (http://www.expedia.comA. 
p T i m m g圓•.圓 • “ • • i . u . j j i i u — i . i _ j i � m i i i m j u . i | III I || 丨 ― _ i m 
f*» Edt view Favwitw Tooh Help 
Addr«w 降. “ “ ::.,:: ：： — 
^ ~ • — J " H o t e l s " ^ ^ 
MB. EXpOdiajCOltl* tab saiaottojiat aw ntnn Mh tfctH from 仍 
-"j HIsiteJteiir^ MyTrliwIi^ MvEtglitel Ig c•广 
“ F l 撫 ! ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ m m ^ m i r n . r ^ FlightTtoWoteis 
。 “ ， 《 f F_tonly rn iah t ^ Hotel ^ ^ S^ deds frcn, 
WKf^JMl ^ r Hotel only r Flight ^  HoteU Car Bookt^ her • Vw，sd^—碰， 
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2. For flight information, you can select the "Flights" tab and then the following screen will 
appear. Enter details about departure city and date, destination city and date. After you 
submit your search, a list of flights that fit your requirements will be shown. 
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3. For the lounge information, you can select the "Hotels" tab and then the following screen 
will appear. Enter details about city, the check in and checkout date. After you submit 
your search, a list of hotels that fit your requirements will be shown. 
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4. Alternatively, you can enquire about the travel package (flights plus hotels) by selecting 
the button beside the "Flight + Hotel". And then enter your trip details. 
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5. Determine which airlines and hotels you would choose after doing the comparisons. 
Reminder: 
You DO NOT have to make the transaction, i.e. the reservation and payment but you need to 
UNDERSTAND how to make the reservation and payment transaction. 
Search Results 
After you have finished the searching and chosen your targeted flights and hotels, please 
enter the details of your choice for the flight and hotel. 
Flight: 
Price: USD$ 
Reason for choosing this flight: 








stop or details of stop) 
Travel time: “ ‘ 
• Return flight 




Arrival Time: “ 
Arrival Airport: “ 
Other details: (Non- ~ 
stop or details of stop) 
Travel time: 
Hotel: 
Reason for choosing this hotel: 
‘ Hotel name: 
Hotel address: 
Room details: 






Assume that you want to buy a plasma TV for your new home. Your friend has 
recommended a model: Samsung HPN5039, (diagonal size: 50 inches) to you. You have 
little information about this model on hand now. You would now try to find out more 
information about this product and other alternatives with comparable price and functionality 
as this model. Your task is to search for a plasma TV and find out a best deal for the choice. 
In brief, the specification of plasma TV you are finding: 
• Diagonal size of 50 inches 
• Display resolution: 1366 x 768 resolution 
• HDTV compatible 
• Price up to $7,000 
Guidelines: 
The instructions below will guide you through the information gathering and purchasing 
process using the Infomediary, Yahoo shopping. 
1. Go to the website: www.vahoo.com and then click on Shopping under the category: Shop 
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2. Choose your product category. (Plasma TV is under the category: Electronics) 
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3. On the left hand column, choose "TV & Video”. 
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4. On the left hand column, choose "Plasma TV" and then search for the models that fit your 
requirements. 
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5. A list of plasma TVs is extracted. Please use the searching and comparison features of 
the infomediary to assist you in selecting the plasma TV that fit you the best. 
Reminder: 
You DO NOT have to make the transaction, i.e. the payment but you need to 
UNDERSTAND how to make the payment transaction. 
Search Results 
After you have finished the searching and chosen your targeted plasma TV, please enter the 
details of your choice. 
Reason for choosing this model: 
Reason for choosing this merchant: 




‘ (Base Price + Tax + Shipping) 
Merchant Name: 
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MEASURING THE VALUE OF INFOMEDIARIES 
TO THE CUSTOMER 
The purpose of this survey is to evaluate the value of infomediaries for electronic shopping 
based upon customer perceptions. Infomediaries are delegated to monitor the Web sites of the 
information providers or electronic stores and search for the most relevant information or the 
best products based on the customer's requirement. For example, MySimon, BizRate, and 
Yahoo Shopping are infomediaries for general products, such as, books, computers, 
electronic devices, clothing, and so on. Expedia, Priceline, and Travelocity are infomediaries 
for flight tickets, hotels, and rental cars. After receiving the queries from customers, the 
infomediaries identify all the relevant products or services based on the customers' 
requirements and the information they have aggregated from the potential vendors. The 
infomediaries present the resulted items in the order of price, vendors' reputation, the 
relevance of the items to customers' requirements, or weighted sum of several criteria. The 
survey asks questions concerning the value of infomediaries for the customers based on 
experience and perception. The value associated with infomediaries relates to the net value 
of the cost and benefits of using infomediaries for electronic shopping in terms of finding the 
best vendors, ordering, and receiving products, 
Drs. Christopher Yang of the Chinese University of Hong Kong and Reza Torkzadeh of the 
University of Nevada at Las Vegas are conducting this study. Your participation with this 
study is voluntary. By participating, you will help information technology research at these 
universities. As with any research study there are risks. The risks in this study are minimal. 
Participants could become uncomfortable while answering some of the questions, although 
there are no risks expected by participating in this study. Your response will be confidential; 
only group data will be analysed. Respondents must be at least 18 years of age. 
If you would like to receive a copy of results for this survey, please provide complete name 
and address on the following line: 
For any questions, please feel free to contact the authors at the addresses below. Thank you. 
Christopher Yang, Ph.D. Reza Torkzadeh, Ph.D. 
Department of Systems Engineering & Department of MIS 
Engineering Management University of Nevada Las Vegas 
The Chinese University of Hong Kong 4505 Maryland Parkway - Box 4560034 
-Shatin, N.T., Hong Kong Las Vegas, Nevada 890154-6034 
Phone: (852) 2609-8239 Phone: (702) 895-3796 
Fax: (852) 2603-5505 Fax: (702) 895-4370 
E-mail: yang@se.cuhk.edu.hk Email: rezat@unlv.edu 
‘ This questionnaire is not to be reproduced without written permission of the author. 
Respondent Information: 
Name of Respondent: Email Address: 
Name of Department: Name of Organization: 
i. Gender: Male Female 
ii. Age: Under 20 years 20-29 years — 30-39 years — Over 40 years 
iii. How many times per month do you shop online? 
iv. What kind of products do you usually purchase online? . 
V. How much money do you spend for online shopping on average in a year? $ 
vi. How many electronic stores (sites) you visit before you make your purchase? 
vii. How many times per month do you use infomediaries to assist you with your online 
shopping? 
viii. How helpful are informediaries in assisting you to identify the best products with the best 
price? 
Not at all A little ‘ Moderately � Much � A great deal 
The following questions relate to issues that influence your decision to use infomediaries for 
electronic shopping. In answering these questions, think about your engagement experiences 
with infomediaries and circle the response that best describes your belief using the following 
scale. 
^ f e t 塵 誦 i A l L r ! , ^ M o d L t e l v - t M:ch A g r e L e a l 
1. I like to see increased fraud prevention for infomediaries. 1 2 3 4 5 
2. I am concerned about fraud when I want to purchase through infomediaries. 1 2 3 4 5 
3. I am concerned about infomediary legitimacy. 1 2 3 4 5 
4. 1 am concerned about how much 1 can trust the infomediary. 1 2 3 4 5 
5. I am concerned about how much I can trust the seller suggested by the infomediary. 1 2 3 4 5 
6. I feel there is sufficient transaction security built into infomediary systems. 1 2 3 4 5 
7. I am concerned about security for infomediaries. 1 2 3 4 5 
8. I am concerned about hackers. 1 2 3 4 5 
. 9. I like easier search capabilities. 1 2 3 4 5 
10. I am satisfied with customized profile of products through informediaries. 1 2 3 4 5 
11. I am satisfied with specific information about what interests me through informediaries. 1 2 3 4 5 
12. I like greater product information through infomediaries. 1 2 3 4 5 
13. I like to be able to test the product. 1 2 3 4 5 
14. I like to be able to try the product. 1 2 3 4 5 
15. I feel the accuracy of information is important. 1 2 3 4 5 
16. I am concerned about the accuracy of the product information. 1 2 3 4 5 
17. I am concerned about the validity of information that I get from infomediaries. 1 2 3 4 5 
18. I feel that the information that 1 get from informediaries is trustworthy. 1 2 3 4 5 
19. I feel that the information that I get from informediaries is credible. 1 2 3 4 5 
20. I feel that the information that I get from informediaries is applicable to make purchase 1 2 3 4 5 
decision. 
21. I feel that the information that 1 get from informediaries is related to the purchase decision. 1 2 3 4 5 
22. I feel that the information that I get from informediaries is pertinent to the purchase decision. 1 2 3 4 5 
23. I feel that the information that I get from informediaries is relevant to the purchase decision. 1 2 3 4 5 
24. I feel that the information that I get from informediaries is easy to comprehend. 1 2 3 4 5 
25. I feel that the information that I get from informediaries is easy to read. 1 2 3 4 5 
26. I feel that the good textual representation of factual information is important. 1 2 3 4 5 
27. I feel that the ease to identify the product suggested by the infomediary is important. 1 2 3 4 5 
28. I feel that the information that I get from informediaries is understandable to support 1 2 3 4 5 
decision to purchase. 
29. I feel there is sufficient information through informediaries for making purchase decision. 1 2 3 4 5 
30. I feel the information that I get from informediaries includes all necessary topics for making 1 2 3 4 5 
purchase decision. 
31. I feel the information that I get from informediaries is adequate for making purchase 1 2 3 4 5 
decision. 
32. I am concerned if the infomediary is biased on particular sellers. 1 2 3 4 5 
33. I feel that the information covers a broad scope for making purchase decision. 1 2 3 4 5 
34. I am concerned whether the information is updated. 1 2 3 4 5 
35. I am concerned about infomediaries tracking changes in price among the sellers. 1 2 3 4 5 
36. I am worried if the information is outdated. 1 2 3 4 5 
37. I feel that the information is useful in making purchase decision. 1 2 3 4 5 
38. I am satisfied with information gathering possibilities of infomediaries. 1 2 3 4 5 
39. I am satisfied with transaction speed. 1 2 3 4 5 
40. I feel that the infomediary systems are responsive to my request. 1 2 3 4 5 
41. I feel that all the text and graphics are quickly loaded by the infomediary system. 1 2 3 4 5 
42. I feel that the infomediary systems provide good access. 1 2 3 4 5 
43. I feel that the infomediaries have simple layout for their content. 1 2 3 4 5 
44. I feel that the infomediaries are easy to use. 1 2 3 4 5 
45. I feel that the infomediary systems are well-organized. 1 2 3 4 5 
46. I feel that the infomediary systems have clear design. 1 2 3 4 5 
47. I feel that the infomediary systems are user-friendly. 1 2 3 4 5 
- 48. I like simple user interface of the infomediaries. 1 2 3 4 5 
49. I like simple systems for product searching. 1 2 3 4 5 
50. I feel that the infomediary systems provide clear instruction for me to formulate the query. 1 2 3 4 5 
51. I feel that the infomediaries are fun to navigate. 1 2 3 4 5 
52. I feel that the infomediaries are entertaining. 1 2 3 4 5 
53. I feel there is adequate number of links in infomediary systems. 1 2 3 4 5 
54. I feel that the descriptions for each links on infomediaries are clear. 1 2 3 4 5 
55. I feel that it is easy to go back and forth between pages of the infomediary. 1 2 3 4 5 
56. I feel that the infomediaries are easy to navigate. 1 2 3 4 5 
57. I like to see the capability of creating a list of selected items by the infomediary. 1 2 3 4 5 
58. I like to see the capability of creating a customized product by the infomediary. 1 2 3 4 5 
59. I like to see the capability of selecting different features of the product to match my needs. 1 2 3 4 5 
60. 1 like to participate in creating my desired product together with the infomediary. 1 2 3 4 5 
61. I like to be able to modify my queries for Infomediaries. 1 2 3 4 5 
62. I am concerned about the customized information provided by the infomediary. 1 2 3 4 5 
63. I like the possibility of comparison-shopping. 1 2 3 4 5 
64. I like to enhance comparison-shopping. 1 2 3 4 5 
65. I like the ease of comparison-shopping. 1 2 3 4 5 
66. I feel that the infomediaries is helping me in making better purchase decisions. 1 2 3 4 5 
67. I like having maximum product variety. 1 2 3 4 5 
68. I like to have greater product choice. 1 2 3 4 5 
69. I like to have greater product selection. 1 2 3 4 5 
70. I like to have maximum range of quality product options. 1 2 3 4 5 
71. I like to have quick response from the infomediary system. 1 2 3 4 5 
72. I feel that the infomediaries response promptly. 1 2 3 4 5 
73. I am concerned about misuse of my credit card. 1 2 3 4 5 
74. I am worried about who will have access to my credit card number. 1 2 3 4 5 
75. I am concerned about unauthorized use of my credit card. 1 2 3 4 5 
76. I am concerned about misuse of my personal information. 1 2 3 4 5 
77. I am concerned about receiving unsolicited material. 1 2 3 4 5 
78. I am concerned about receiving junk email. 1 2 3 4 5 
79. I am concerned about my personal information being shared. 1 2 3 4 5 
80. I am concerned about transaction error. 1 2 3 4 5 
81. I worry about being charged inaccurately. 1 2 3 4 5 
82. I am concerned about charging errors. 1 2 3 4 5 
83. I am concerned about shipping errors. 1 2 3 4 5 
84. I am concerned I might purchase more than I need to. 1 2 3 4 5 
85. I am concerned about impulsive buying. 1 2 3 4 5 
86. I am concerned about unnecessary purchase. 1 2 3 4 5 
87. I worry about reliable delivery. 1 2 3 4 5 
88. I am concerned about timely delivery of purchased items. 1 2 3 4 5 
89. I like assurance for arrival of purchased product. 1 2 3 4 5 
90. I like to travel as little as possible to purchase. 1 2 3 4 5 
91. I like to drive as little as possible to shop. 1 2 3 4 5 
92. I feel that human customer support is important. 1 2 3 4 5 
93. I feel there should be opportunity for personal interaction. 1 2 3 4 5 
94. I am satisfied with computer-based customer support alone. 1 2 3 4 5 
95. I like to be able to talk with a salesperson. 1 2 3 4 5 
96. I feel that computer-based customer support is sufficient. 1 2 3 4 5 
The following questions relate to your objectives when using infomediaries. In answering 
these questions, think about your engagement experiences with infomediaries and circle the 
response that best describes your belief using the following scale. 
3 4 5 
-Strongly disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly Agree 
97. It is important to maximize convenience. 1 2 3 4 5 
98. It is important to maximize purchasing convenience. 1 2 3 4 5 
99. It is important to minimize time pressure when shopping. 1 2 3 4 5 
100. It is important to provide quality after-sale service. .• 1 2 3 4 5 
101. It is important to assure an easy return process. 1 2 3 4 5 
102. It is important to minimize effort of shopping. 1 2 3 4 5 
103.It is important to make shopping easy. 1 2 3 4 5 
104.lt is important to minimize personal hassle. ‘ 1 2 3 4 5 
105. It is important to maximize ease of finding product. 1 2 3 4 5 
106. It is important to minimize processing time. 1 2 3 4 5 
107. It is important to minimize payment time. 1 2 3 4 5 
108. It is important to minimize queuing time. 1 2 3 4 5 
109. It is important to minimize waiting time. 1 2 3 4 5 
110.lt is important to minimize time to find product. 1 2 3 4 5 
111. It is important to minimize search time. 1 2 3 4 5 
112. It is important to minimize time to order product. 1 2 3 4 5 
113. It is important to minimize time to select a product. 1 2 3 4 5 
114. It is important to minimize product cost. 1 2 3 4 5 
115. It is important to minimize tax cost. 1 2 3 4 5 
116. It is important to minimize shipping cost. 1 2 3 4 5 
117. It is important to maximize privacy. 1 2 3 4 5 
118. It is important to avoid getting on electronic mailing lists. 1 2 3 4 5 
119.1t is important to make shopping a social event. 1 2 3 4 5 
120. It is important to minimize worry of shopping. 1 2 3 4 5 
12Lit is important to inspire customers. 1 2 3 4 5 
122. It is important to give customer new ideas. 1 2 3 4 5 
123. It is important to minimize regret of shopping. 1 2 3 4 5 
124. It is important to minimize regret of shopping online. 1 2 3 4 5 
125. It is important to minimize online shopping disappointment. 1 2 3 4 5 
126. It is important to maximize customer confidence. 1 2 3 4 5 
127. It is important to minimize shopping effort. 1 2 3 4 5 
128.It is important to maximize safe shopping experience. 1 2 3 4 5 
129. It is important to maximize product value. 1 2 3 4 5 
130. It is important to ensure quality of product. 1 2 3 4 5 
131. It is important to get the best product for the buck. 1 2 3 4 5 
132. It is important to minimize time to receive product. 1 2 3 4 5 
133.It is important to minimize delivery time. 1 2 3 4 5 
134. It is important to minimize shipping time. 1 2 3 4 5 
135. It is important to minimize risk of product use. 1 2 3 4 5 
136. It is important to minimize environmental impact. 1 2 3 4 5 
137. It is important to reduce environmental damages. 1 2 3 4 5 
138. It is important to minimize pollution. 1 2 3 4 5 
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TUTORIAL GUIDE for the Experiment on 
Collaborative Infomediary 
Introduction 
The purpose of this experiment is to evaluate the system performance of the "Collaborative 
agent，’ of the Personal Financial Agent. It is an intelligent agent that helps users to search for 
Chinese Financial Information post on web. This experiment asks you to provide feedback on 




1. User Login (會員登入） 
On the menu path, you will see the option “會員區域”. 
In order to login to use the system, you left click on this option and there are three options 
in the pull down menu. 
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You can left click on “會員登入” and the following dialog box will prompt out. You can 
enter your usemame and password in the fields “會員名稱” and “會員密碼” respectively, 
and left click on the “確定” button to confirm the login. 
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After you hit the "the “確定，，button, the following message box will prompt out and you hit 
確定” button to discharge the message. 
‘ - - V, ： ‘： ‘‘ ： •• ： ：‘ .、乂 ‘ . 
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2. User Profile Configuration (個人設定） 
After you have successftilly login, the following screen appears with three options in the 
menu bar. 
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You have to select “編輯” in the menu bar and then click on “個人設定” to customize your 
personal profile. (The user profile setting 個人設定 dialog box will automatically prompt out 
after you first login to the system.) 
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After you click on “個人設定，,，the following dialog box prompts out. There are 7 tags in the 
dialog box. Please DO NOT move the slider in the first tag, “檢索設定’,，it is default in the 
mid point. 
GO directly to the second tag 幸g章 by clicking on the second tag. 
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In the second tag “幸艮章”，there are six online newspaper sources, you can indicate your 
preferences by moving the slider for each individual newspaper source. 
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For instance, if you like 明報，you can move the slider under 明報 to "喜愛”.After you have 
indicated all your preferences for the 6 newspaper sources, you can proceed to third tag 章 
分類 by clicking on the third tag. 
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In the third tag,-幸g章分類,again, you can move the slider to indicate your preference to the 
types of news articles you preferred. There are 3 regions of news,本地，內地’ and 國際. 
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For example, if you do not like local news,本地新聞，you can move the slider to 不好.After 
you have indicated all your preferences for the 3 news regions, you can proceed to the fourth 




In the fourth tag -工業項目，there are 7 categories of industry in which news articles are 
classified to, you can select the industries you preferred by clicking the box besides the 
industry name. 
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For instance, if I like real estate, I click on the box beside 地產業.You will see there is a 
“tick，，mark in the box beside 地產業 after I selected it. After you have indicated all your 
preferences for the 7 industries, you can proceed to the fifth tag 個人投資 by clicking on the 
fifth tag. 
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In the fifth tag -個人投資，you can see the list of company names and their corresponding 
codes in the Hong Kong exchange. Again, you can choose you preferred company by 
clicking on the box beside the company code. You can scroll down to view all the listed 
companies. 
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For example, if I want to choose the companies “中電控股” and “香港中華煤氣"，I click on 
the two boxes. After that, there will be "tick" mark in the boxes. 
After you have chosen the listed companies, you can proceed to the sixth tag 個人關鍵字 by 
clicking on the sixth tag. 
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In the sixth tag -個人關鍵字，by default, the name of the companies you have selected in the 
previous tag will be shown. You can specify keywords other than the predefined companies' 
name. 
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You can type in keywords in the white box. For instance, I want to have some news related to 
董建華，I type in his name in the white box. 
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After that, I click the button “新増，，，the words will be added and appeared the big white box 
under 個人關鍵字.You can also remove keywords by highlighting on the keywords and then 
hit移除. 
After you have configured all your preferences, in the tags 報章，報章分類，工業項目，個人 
投資，個人關鍵字，hit the button確定to save all your settings in the user profile. 
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3. News Browsing (新聞檢視） 
After you have saved the user profile setting, you choose the option 檢視 in the menu bar and 
then choose 今日新聞，to browse the news articles fetched according to your profile setting. 
lill U . ^ x j 
After that, a progress bar is displayed to indicate the system is fetching the news article for 
you. 
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After all news articles are fetched, the following message box prompt out, it reminds you to 
provide a ranking of the news article fetched. Please note that "1" is the most relevant. The 
message also reminds you that you have to input the ratings for the news article, from 0 to 
100. 0 indicates very irrelevant 討厭,50 is the neutral point 中位數，100 is very relevant 很 
酷.Then you can hit 確定 to after you have read the message. 
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You can click or the news article to browse on it. You have to input your ratings under the 
column 輸入得分 and input the ranking in 輸入排名 column. 
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After you click the heading on the news, the news content will be displayed on the lower 
section of the screen. 
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After you have read the news, you can input the ratings under the column 輸入得分.You hit 
"enter" key on the keyboard to confirm you rating on this article. 
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If the mark is successfully captured by the system, the highlight bar will proceed to one row 
down. 
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Similarily, you input the ranking in the 輸入排名 column. After you have input the ranking, 
again, hit "enter" key the bar will proceed to one row downwards to indicate the ranking is 
successfully capture. 
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After you have input all you ratings and rankings, you can click on the "x" button to close the 
box. However, if you have not input all the ratings/ rankings, the following warning message 
will appear. You can click the 確定 button to discharge 
the message. 
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The news dialog box closed and then you have to choose the option 檢視 in the menu bar and 
then choose 今日新聞，to open the news articles fetched according to your profile setting, 
and to re-input your ratings and rankings. Again, the following dialog box appears to remind 
you about the rules in ratings and rakings. 
m S E O — — — — P X ^ < L 《 、 ， . r " " ‘ — — .IDIXI 
w M. m " ^ � 
I • ' � � " “ : 厂••••" "；”Vi • I  I I l y i p i ^ j M i i j ^ w • I uiMBgMBBWMM 
— 【 u 
You can check which news articles you have not provided ratings or ranking yet. A "0" in the 
輸入得分 indicates you have not input ratings yet while “-“ in the 輸入排名 indicates you 
have not input ranking yet. Be sure you have input all the ratings and rankings before you 
close the news articles box. 
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If you have input all the ratings and rankings, after you closed the news box, there will be no 
message box prompt out. 
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4. User Logout (會員登出） 
You select the option 系‘統 in the menu bar and then hit 登出 to logout. 
A message box will then prompt out to ask you for confirmation to logout. Hit 是 if you want 
to logout, or otherwise hit 否 to cancel the logout process. 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ [ ^ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • " • • 丽 丨 丨 I ' | | | 丨 1 - -Jfllxl 
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After you have successfully logout, the screen will appear as follow. There is only one option 
會員區域 in the menu bar. 
^ { [ ^ ^ ^ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • I j i ^ Y 祉 -l�_x| 
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